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MINOR
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FLOOD RESOLUTION
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A
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BELIEVED

DECIDING GAME TODAY
'ihe third and last game of the Raton-Las
Vegas series was played this
afternoon at Amusement park. By
winning yesterday the Maroons tied

.

PAROLES RECOMMENDED
Santa Fe, N. M.. Aug. 10. Before
adjourning the parole board which
met at the penitentiary recommended
lue following applications for parole
Harold Billings; Marclal Quintana
Antonio TrulUlo; Ciprlano Quintana
Natividad Quintana; Manuel Agullar
and Jack Jackson. The three
Quln
tanas and Antonio Trujlllo are the
four Cochitl Indians who were mixed
GEORGE W. PERKINS VEHEMENT up in the Tiffany turquoise
thefts, th IN
NEIGHBORHOOD
OF
THE
Indians being young bucks who de
LY DENIES 1907 FLURRY HAD
DOCKS MOB RULE HOLDS
clared they thought they had a right
SUCH A MOTIVE
FULL 8WAY
to take the turquoise, alleging
they
had been so told by Santo Domingo
THE QUESTION ANGERED HIM Indians.
TROOPS TO BE CALLED OUT

RESENTS CHARGE

LONDON

PANIC WAS TO

CERTAIN

STRIKE

MAY RESULT IN

for honors on the series and the sea
son, each team having received threa
defeats at the hands of the other this
year. Today's game was for blood
Much was at stake and the two teams
went into the fray with vim. A large
week-da- y
crowd was drawn out to wit
ness the final struggle of the baseball
giants.
Babe" Elder, the big and gentle
manly twirler of the Grays, was scheduled to go on the pitching mound for
his team.
Either Barr or Lockhart
was expected to pitch the Maroons to
WITNESS JUMPED TO FEET AND
victory. It was announced this morn
BRANDED
INFERENCE AS
ing that Lockhart profitably would
start the game and Barr would finish
FALSE
should the Grays get next to the
Chief's' curves. Nelson was schedWARNING
uled to catch.
T0J0RP0RATI0NS
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PRESIDENT

WILL

.
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FOUR CHARGED
Gadsden, Ala.,

WITH
MURDER
Aug. 10. Luther
Thompson, Joseph Saulsberry, Wily
Goforth and C. F. Curvln, each of
whom belongs to a respectable family
in this sectioa, were given a prelimln
ary hearing today on the charge of

murdering Nicholas Shentzen, the
German hermit miner who was rob
bed and killed at Altoona several
weeks ago. The murder was one of
the most atrocious in the history of
this county. The victim was beaten
to death on the night before he had
intended leaving for his old home In
Germany. The body, decapitated, was
hidden under his cabin where It was
found the following day. Immediately
after the murder the four youths sus
UNLESS SETTLEMENT IS EFFECT pected of the crime visited
Birming
ED TODAY, SOLDIERS WILL
ham and are said to have spent considerable money. Within a day or
ASSUME CHARGE
two they disappeared. Two of the
quartette were found In Shelby counNEAR
ty and the other two were arrested la
EXISTS
FAMINEJOW
Arkansas. ' r

IMPROVEMENT
CONDITION

MARTIAL LAW

WATER BOARD ADJOURNS
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 10. The ter
VOICE HIS DISAPPROVAL
OF
ritorial board of water commission
RECALL
ers has adjourned. The board heard
the appeal of the Springer Land com
pany vs. The Lake Charette company
STANDPATTERS WILL FIGHT
involving water rights and took the
testimony of four witnesses. Also the
CARNIVAL AT LONG BRANCH
PROMISE TO PREVENT ANY POSDISSOLUTION OF STANDARD OIL case of O M. Lee, known as No. 147,
which is to be decided on briefs filed DWINDLING OF FOOD SUPPLIES IN
NORTHERN INDIANA EDITORS
Long Branch, N. J., Aug. 10. The
SIBLE
OF TAFT'S
COMPANY SHOULD HAVE ITS
annual carnival was Inaugurated aus
The Black and Ponsford appeal was
WORLD'S METROPOLIS
The
Ind., Aug. 10.
Mlshawaka,
IS
ACTION
EFFECT
piciously today with the coronation of
not heard owing to
membership of the Northern Indiana
ALARMING
the carnival queen, which event was
Editorial association, of which S. P.
and will come up the next meeting
Washington, Aug. 10. The resolu- followed by the firemen's parade and
Moffett of Elwood is president, showWashington, Aug. 10. George W. of the board.
London, Aug. 10. The neighborhood ed
tion admitting Arizona and New Mexi- prize contests. Governor Wilson Is Perkins, a director of the United
up in full force here today for tin
of the docks was nracticallv under association's
co to statehood passed Its last legisla to be here tomorrow to review the States Steel corporation, testifying
annual summer meeting.
UNFILLED STEEL TONNAGE
mob rule today, with the result that South Bend
tive etage today when the house children's parade.
before the house steel investigating
is cooperating with MlshNew York, Aug. 10. Announcement
committee today, created a stir when was made today by the United States there was such a dwindling of food awaka in ei'lertalnin the visiting cd
agreed to the minor senate amendments to that measure. The measure
he jumped to his feet and branded as Steel corporation that the unfilled supplies that the metropolis experi- tors, many of whom are accompanied
OVERDUE CUTTER SHOWS UP
now goes to President Taft, who, it
Charleston, S. C, Aug. 10. The false the statement that the panic of steel tonnage on the books of the com enced something akin to what might by their families. The business sesIs said, will veto It.
overdue cutter Windom arrived off 1907 had been started to ruin certain pany oa July 31 was 3,584,085, against happen if a hostile foreign force sions of the gathering will be held
should succeed in Interrupting Great tomorrow.
Standpat republican leaders of the Morris Island Just before noon, flying banks.
3,301,078 tons on the books on June
Britain's trade routes.
senate and the house flocked to the the quarantine flag,
:'
Representative Bartlett asked Mr. 30.
Indicating sickUnless good progress is made today
White House today to Inform Mr. ness aboard, the nature of which is Perkins , whether such was not the
in the negotiations looking to a settle- FREIGHT RA1ES ARE
Taft that they would fight to the not known at present.
case and the New York financier was
ment of the strike of the dock worklast ditch before they allowed either
on his eet In a second saying: ''Such
WOOL CONFEREES
ers, the calling out of the troops seems
the senate or the house to pass any
a charge is absolutely false. There is
inevitable as the police are unable to
measure over the presidential veto.
not a scintilla of truth in it."
ORDEREDJUT DOWN
The
atdeal
"We do not propose to let any
the emergency. The only
of
governments
GREATEST STATE IN
the
separation
UNABLE TO AGREE quarterwithwhere
relief was experienced INTERSTATE COMMERCE
tempt at making laws over the head
Standard Oil company Into thirty
COMwas Billingsgate.
There the striking
of the presilent go through without
three parts, Mr. Perkins declared, was
DEMISSION
FORMAL
ISSUES
UNION IN 10 YEARS certainly a
fish portes obtained all they wished
a fight," said Republican House Whip
warning to corporations.
CREE ENFORCING RULING
OF COMMITTEE and returned to work today. On the
John Bwight Senator Murray Crane
He suggested that something should FULL MEETING
other hand hundreds of railroad car
TOMORROW TO TAKE FINAL
be done to relieve th present condiof Massachusetts backed up this
THIS IS PREDICTION MADE BY
men quit this morning and several
ACTION
statement
tions under which, he contended, corWashington, Aug. 10. Formal orHUGO SEABERG, IF, STATEwere
stations
of
In
astate
ders
in the Facifio coast freight rate
practically
could
to
not
"This statehood matter," said Mr.
continue
exist.
porations
strike'
the decisions
siege,
cases,
by
pickets
HOOD COMES
preventing
Bartlett referred
supplementing
Representative
Dwlght, "is not political In itself, but
Washingotn, Aug. 10. The
force all attempts to handle' goods.
rendered two weeks ago, were issued
to the conspiracy charge that a group ference
g
of the president is inthis
committee in charge of the
It was the intention of the strikers today by the interstate commerce
of bankers started tv
ot, 1907 wool' tariff ..revibiLci.- UL failed to
tended to rr.nke politics apjlnst him Denver, A.ug.
Id. 'Hip,
Hip, to drive, certain bankers panic
to tier up nil "Btrewt trafno unless their j commission. Matarinl
krat
of busi reach an
in
and humiliate him "before the country. Hooray," shouted out Hugo Seaberg
All
the demands were conceded, within it few f both class and commodity rrol&t
agreement today.
Under these circumstances his friends o Raton, N. M., in the lobby of a ness. Mr. Perkins became excited. lie conferees will meet tomorrow to hours. Should they be successful Lon- rates are made from
coast
AUantio
Pounding the again consider the entire tariff sltua- Moun
InBlde and outside the party will rauy Denver hotel as he opened and read jumped to his feet.
don would be perilously near actual points of origin to inter-Rock-y
his
with
table
fist, he said: ion On Mr. Underwood's statement famine conditions.
vigorously
to him."
an
of tain cities, Spokane, Wash., Reno,
stream
from Washington
The
telegram
there never was a that a virtual agreement had been
It was indicated today that not only nouncing that the senate had adopted "My dear judge,
was hardly half Nev., Phoenix, Ariz., and others simithan that. reached on the free list bill and the motor traction today
lie
more
started
Infamous
their
were
a
Mexico-Arizonrallying
statehood re
the republicans
its usual proportions. So short was larly situated. Although the carriers
the New
There is not a scintilla of truth in it. calling of the full ways and means
water
were
democrats
"hut
the
that
the
solution.
fvrps.
supply of petrol that hundreds of are permitted on account of
You might just as well say a certain committee in special 'meeting this aftl competition'' to exact rates somewhat
were
taxlcabs
motor
busses
and
Greatest state in the Union in ten
using every means to. gather in Wash
group of gentlemen made a contract ernoon was interpreted
by many
to move. The only traffic pass- less to Pacific coast terminals than
ington all their members of the house years, said Seaherg alter ne nau with Mrs. O'Leary's cow to kick over
Mr. Undermean
to
that
democrats
fear of interference was ot the Intermediate points.
without
and the senate.
calmed down. We will be greater and the
ing
that set Chicago on fire."
wood is ready to present a form of
lamp
The orders Issued today define ex
That
vans
that of
carrying hospital stores.
grow faster than Oklahoma.
free list agreement that can be quickThese were labelled with big red cross plicitly the rates Indicated In the
state grew like a mushroom. Today LOCAL OPTION FOR OKLAHOMA
ly consummated with Senator La
FOUND A BABY ON
with a permit from the strike opinions as reasonable and require
it is bne of the richest in the union.
Okla., Aug. 10. It
Oklahoma
the committee author- signs
City,
transcontinental
provided
our
with
will
be
we
committee
Think what
explaining that they must the lines engaged in
has been definitely decided that the izes it.
rates named
establish
the
to
traffic
not be Interfered with. Until this syswealth of mineral, oil and great tracts
DOORSTEP OF
of local option will be sub
question
or
on
before Nocommission
the
in
the
was
by
of
the
tem
Identification
of land that will raise anything
adopted
COMPANY H THANKS OPTIC
mitted to the voters of Oklahoma this
an equitInsure
1911.
To
felt a shortage of ice and vember 15,
world.
is now under stateNot only the visiting soldiers but hospitals
fell.
Oklahoma
of
convenient
and
disposition
able
other supplies.
"I know of one tract of 10,000 acres
GERALDO FLORES RECEIVES AN
wide prohibition, the opponents of the home boys as well enjoyed The
construc
a
involve
which
all
classes,
In
a
basin
of
tons
of
down
vegeThousands
fruit,
of oil land. It slopes
UNEXPECTED VISIT FROM
which urge the local option as a sub Optic's military ball. The Optic is In
tables and provisions are rotting on tion of long and short haul provision
direct from the Montezuma fields of stitute. Local
H
at
was
defeated
from
a
letter
of
Company
amaes
option
STORK
receipt
THE
wharves and in the railway of the law, the commission
Colorado. It will be the greatest belt the
election last fall.
thanks of the company the
zones.
the
five
general
conveying
States
into
United
the
Unless they can be
of oil In the world when capital gets
for the courtesies shown the soldiers freight depots.
moved soon they threaten to endanGeraldo Flores late last aight heard to work, and capital will now go into CUMMINS ATTACKS LAME DUCKS
by this paper. The letter follows:
BELIEVES SON WAS MURDERED
the general health.
the sound of a baby crying. He arose New Mexico as it has never gone into Washington, Aug. 10. The alleged
East Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 7. ger
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 10.
strikers
of
the
the
temper
from his bed and went to investigate, any other state in the Union.
Today
of the national mone- The Optic Publishing Company.
"extravagance"
stateof
the
scenes
violence
cries,
will
come
author
of
with
Suspecting that his nephew, Delbert
Flores found the
appeared ugly and
"Expansion
Las Vegas, N. M. '
tary commission was arraigned in th9
was murdered on Pike's Peak
the
in
Cutler,
Those
increased.
a girl baby of about one week old, ly hood. It is all we need. Then we senate
taking
part
Senator Cummins of, Dears Sirs:
by
today
not commit suicide as suppos
did
'
and
in
door
the
step, have the climate.
Nowhere
conference of the board of trade,
ing in a box upon his
"The commission," he chargIowa.
The men of company H, National
and
E.
F.
Cutler, a wealthy merchant
a
ed,
and
of
southern
stated
box
climate
is
which
can
baby
settlement,
the
world
seeking
Flores picked up
ed, "has become a place fof men who Guard of New Mexico wish to convey
ot Waterloo, la., arrived here last night
nearer
a
solution
are
that
carried them into the house. He found Colorado and New Mexico be equalled. have lost favor with their constitu- to
getting
they
you their sincere thanks for tne
meet and are deter- to institute, an investigation and ex"With statehood will come more ents and have been defeated at the
the child to be well dressed. A handsol- each time they
the
of
in
honor
ball
given
military
a constitution
mined to sit throughout tonight if there hume the body. Cutler died in a local
kerchief had been tied about the railroads. We have
of the First Regiment during
diers
polls."
cries.
Its
seems to be a possibility of reaching hospital May 8, following a mysterious
that is a model."
baby's mouth to smother
the recent encampment. The mem
episode on the Peak. Late the pre
says
an agreement.
of
The baby is evidently of native parSeaberg
politics
Speaking
VICTORY FOR UNION LABOR
bers of every company in the regi
vious afternoon Cutler staggered Into
entage and Is a pretty little miss. that the election thi& fall will be ex10.
Organized ment enjoyed the dance and appre
Washington. Aug.
the half way house and told a story
BRIDGEMAN BADLY INJURED
Flores, who lives on the West side, citing.
labor won a signal victory today when elated tne courtesy of Colonel Padgett
i
parof
find
the
to
to
he
effort
derrick
which
an
candidates
having been attacked and robbed.
several
a
made
When
are
engine,
"There
today
Comptroller of the Treasury Tdacewell and The Optic in providing them
was
was taken to a hospital and traces
search
He
J.
of
William
child.
means
His
in
ents of the
lifting by
the senatorship and Judge
construed the last naval appropriation with such an enjoyable evening but was engaged
acid
of
say
poison were found on his
side
often.
West
mentioned
D.
is
people
him,
Steadman,
upon
one
that
Jacks
is
though
Mills
dopped
futile,
act to mean that "every" employe in none of the men present had a better
they have reasons to Deiieve iney
'Judge A. B. Fall of Three Rivers a ship yard where government vesseis tiem than did those of Company H. a member of a Santa Fe bridge gang, lips.
received injuries which will
know the Identity of the mother. and our present representative, W. H. are building, must be given an
Courtesies from The Optic are not yesterday in
him
the hospital for some
'
Flores, who has children of his own, Andrews, also are probably candidates. day.
keep
.
COLONEL DORST RETIRES
rare for Company H but they are. aptime. Steadman's foot was crushed by
probably wll care for the child until Others in the field are T. B. Catron
Aug. 10. After more
Washington,
preciated.
offiaction is" taken hy the county
the heavy engine. The accident oc- than forty-onof Santa Fe and Charles Springer of
FRICK QUITS U. P. BOARD
years of active service,
Respectfully,
v
cers.
curred at Algodones,"ten miles north Colonel
C.
10.
Cimarron." H- - Dost was placed
New
Henry
York,' Aug.'
COMPANY H., N. CL N. M.
Joseph
where' the bridge on the
of
Albuquerque
Seaberg say that the three moat Frick announced his resignation toretired
list today on his
army
M. L. Armijo,
NIGHT prominent " names mentioned for govBIG DANCE TOMORROW
gang la at work. Steadman was plac own application. Colonel Dorst is a
day from the board of directors of Adolfo Baca
ed on train No. 2 last night and native of Kentucky and was graduat
The dance to be given tomorrow ernor are those of Captain David J. the Union Pacific railroad In accordJ. D. Powers, '
O. Bursum
to Las Vegas. He was re ed from the West Point academy in
H.
Las
La
to
Vegas,
withdraw
Greater
of
Vegas
the
brought
decision
ance with his
Leahy
evening by
Committee.
ported today as resting easily at the 1873. His last command was tnat of
band is expected to fill the armory of Socorro and Sol Luna of Albuquer- from all directorates except those of
The que.
Santa Fe hospital. The surgeons say the Third Cavalry at Fort Sam Hous
a few companies In which he is most
dancing floor to overflowing.
BALL DIAMOND DAMAGED
will not be necessary to amputate
"New Mexico is and will be repub heavily interested.
dance will begin promptly at 9 o'clock.
ton, Tex.
In spite of thq fact that the race Steadman's foot
cents and lican for some time, I think, although
Admission wll be twenty-fiv- e
surtrack at Amusement park; was so
STOLEN CHILD FOUND
dancing will be five cents a dance. I am not a politician."
s
BILL REPORTED ADVERSELY
as to leave a level space In
The band will appear In 4ts new
Chicago, Aug. 10 Angeli Mareno, veyed,
SON
GATES
MILLIONS
In
the
TO
and
stand
the
Aug. 10. The house
of
Washington,
to
front
was
grand
is
reported
guaranteed
and the music
the kidnaped child,
revision
of the cotton
10
of
workwill
New
the
some
The
bill
for
York, Aug.
found late this afternoon. Detectives rear of the catcher's box,
be all that could be desired.
CAROLINA POSTMASTERS
tarif law was
the
v.
of
died
schedule
John
a
who
present
men
Gates,
with
yesterday
to
plowed
sent
yesterday
take
grader
been
Glenn Springs, S. C, Aug. 10. The were said to have
Ar reported adversely to the senate to
Port
level
in
be
in
will
the
down
Paris,
of
field,
the
Chief
arrests.
probated
cutting
up
make
associPostmasters'
and
the boy
South Carolina
COUNTERFEITER CAPTURED
its annual meeting here Police McWeeny declined to affirm or several Inches and leaving a bad thur,' Tex., where the financier made day by the finance committee. OV
Denver, Aug. 10. A watch of three ation began
that is sure to handicap his residence, according to persons Jection was made by Senator Over
J.' Leaphart deny the report in advanve of de- "jump-off- "
weeks ended late yesterday when Sec- today with president S.
the players In every baseball game having custody of the will. It Is, un man of North Carolina, to Senaor
The post- velopments.
d
presiding.
of Lexington
ret Service Agent Rowland K.
in
the
played at the park. By doing so the derstood that the bulk of property will Smoot's request that the hill be made
arrested Charles T,. Duffy In the masters will spend two days
race track was not benefited one bit go to "Charley" Gates, his son. The the unfinished business of the senafterthis
came
in
matters
Carleton
various
of
relating
Murray
federal building lobby as he called for discussion
and
ranch
Watrous
although the , ball diamond was in fortune is estimated at between i0 ate. Senator Smoot will repeat h!
official duties and the im noon from his
his mail. Duffy is waned In Kansas to their
and $50,000,000,
request later.
000,000
in
Las
few
a
Vegas.
service.
jured.
the
days
of
will
postal
spend
provement
City on a charge of counerfeltlng.
V
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over-ridin-
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POPE PIUS
HIS HOLINESS GIVES EVERY
DICATION OF ULTIMATE RECOVERY

MAY OPERATE
PHYSICIANS
TION

ON

HOLD

IN-

HIS KNEE
CONSULTA

REGARDING

SUCH ACT-IOTO RELIEVE PAIN

N

WAS ABLE TORATIFY DECREE
PONTIFF AFFIXES SIGNATURE TO
DECISION

ELEVATING
ERAL BISHOPS

SEV-

Rome, Aug. 10. Drs. Petaccl and
Marchtafava visited Pope Pius early
today and found his general condition
Improved. This was attributed to the
removal of the patient from his small
bed chamber to more spacious quarters which, according to the pontiff's
own expression, affords the feeling of ,
being in the open air. The walls of
the room are twenty feet high.
Despite his severe Illness, his holi
ness ratified the decision of the conby
sistory congregation, presented
the secretary. Cardinal G. de La.
appointing the right Rev. J. W. Keane,
now bishop of Cheyenne, Wyo., as
archbishop of Dubuque, and the Right
Rev. Joseph Schrembs, auxiliary bish
op of Grand Rapids.to be bishop of the
new diocese established at Toledo,
which is to be detached from the diocese of Cleveland.
Drs. Petaccl and Marchlafava held
a consultation this afternoon with Dr.
Amlcci. The possible necessity ot a
BlIgK mperatlon on the patient's knee
nothing tleeiawd oa. 'rm pBy.iciii ..
irnnrluded to have tne ponurr re-moved from his oed to a comfortable
,
arm chair.
Both Cardinal Merry Del Val an-toMonslgnor BiEletl were permitted
day to visit his holiness.

un-ab-
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UNIVERSITY

Fol-lett- e,

HOE

e

.

God-dar-

ANNUAURT WORK
"EL CREPUSCULO" REFLECTS
CREDIT UPON SCHOOL AND
EDITORS

"El Crepusculo," the Normal annual,
is awork of which every student and
faculty member of the hlg territorial
school should feel proud. Though this
is the first publication ot this kind
the students of the school have ever
undertaken, it is the equal of those
produced by. institutions where the issuance of an annual has been one of
occurrences of each
the regular
The hook contains 114
school year.
and
pages filled with illustrations
breezy reading matter. The photo- graph of the board of regents occupies
the place of honor in the front of the
book. This is followed by an excellent likeness of Dr. Frank I H.
Rogerts, president of the school, to
whom the book Is dedicated.
Throughout the volume are photo
and
graphs of the faculty members
all the various classes and associations. The editorial staff contributed
a large number of excellent articles
descriptive of the school year just
closed. The book is bound In white
wlththetitle printed in purple letters,.
forming a pretty combination of the
Normal colors. The name, "El Crepusculo," means "The Dawn." It Is
peculiarly appropriate as he Normal
University is upon the dawn of an era
of increased
usefulness and efficiency.
The typographical work was done In
The Oplc's Job rooms and is the most
handsome piece of work this" office
has turned out In severaljm'6nths.
The editorial staff of "El Crepusculo"
is as follows: Joshua Powers, editor
In chief; Louise Lowry. business manager; Anna McMahon, Nellie Ellison,
Cornelia Murray, Aurora Lncero, May-bel- le
Goin, Josephine Young, Nora
Trahey, Elisabeth Anderson, Sylvia
Volfmer, associate editors.

a

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 191 x.
world.

We could not easily find use
for more than & million and a half of
men in the army, but in case of a great
foreign war it would be fatal not to
have a strong navy.
Why Big Army Is Unnecessary
Here in America the reason why a TIZ Makes Sick Feet Well no Matter
great standing army is not at all times
What Ails Them.
necessary is that the temper and nature of the American people are self- UNITED
FAMILIES
sufficient. In America war is considered PROMINENT
WAR
OF THE CIVIL
Winnipeg, Mann., June 15. Two
DEMOCRATS BELIEVE EXECUTIVE VETERAN
more or less of a sport. When a great
WITH GENERAL
AGREES
war breaks out, or is threatened, the families of prominence were Joined
WOULD BE GOOD PRESItoday by the wedding of Miss Edith
PLAN
WOOD'S
goevrnment is submerged with volu-teerDENTIAL TIMBER
Borradaile, daughter of Mr. C. C.
Here everyone wants to get to
Chlpman, commissioner of the Hudthe front and have a hand in the son's
Bay company in Winnipeg, and
Washington, Aug. 10. The two dem'scrap.' And the charater of these Mr. Peter Van den Nest, late of the
IDEA
OF
WOODS
GEN.
ocratic senators and twelve democratmen who want to go, and are mad if 19th Hussars.. The bridegroom is
AMERICAN BOY'S DUTY
ic representatives from Indiana held a
are not allowed to go, is very the only son of the late Amedee Van
a
of
duties
sacred
of
One
the
f they
meeting a few days ago to discuss
den Nest, Belgian minister at Cairo,
high.
They are
boy, next to the one he owes his
plans to keep before the public tli?
Mrs. Hutton
of Bredon Hill.
and
and
men
dewho
hearty
Is
of
that
healthy
end
father
mother,
f are
presidential boom of Governor Thomas
C.
B.
Summerland,
of
their
proud
manhood. The rate
fending his country In time of
R. Marshall of the Hoosler state. Repof Intelligence is very high. As it
need. I believe that rifle shoot-resentative Lincoln' Dixon, a member
was In the Civil war. If the officers
of the ways and means committee, f ing should be taught in public
of
a company are shot down there
dehas been delegated to do the active f schools, and that in this way
are
always plenty of men in the ranks
made
for
be
should
the
fenders
work of advertising the governor. Mr
and very able to take their
willing
man
The
4
employing
country.
Dixon has kept in touch with leaders f
and
places
command with ability and
to
men
ought
large numbers of
In a great many states, and is greatly
distinction. Americans are natural
the
with
them
imbue
necessity
f
encouraged with the Marshall prosThey are blood brothers to
of maintaining, a militia.
f soldiers.
pects.
a
and
gun,
every boy who comes from
to
a
we
have
I
believe
ought
While by no means
considering f
the country, as the majority still would
Instead
of
enlistment
tea
some
years'
Governor Marshall second choice,
in case of war, can soot Though
of the Indiana politicians point out f the present three years. With
this country is developing very fast
soldier
an
the
such
arangement
f
that he occupies an enviable position
there are still millions of men who
would serve three years active
should there be a hard fight between
live in the free, open country and who
seven
in
and
service
years
the Harmon and Wilson followers.
have handled guns since they were
t- readiness.
seven
these
For
years
They contend that Marshall, being
boys.
no
he would be under
obligation
neither a pronounced Bryanlte nor a
Wood himself Is a type of
to
call
in
to
be
subject
f General
conservative, naturally should be the f except
the American 'who, without the adGenerwas
needed.
event
he
the
f
f
of
pledgthe delegates
second choice
TIZ acts at once and makes tired,
vantage of a military schooling and
al Leonard Wood, Chief of Staff
ed to Harmon and Wilson.
as a soldier, has reached the aching, swollen feet remarkably fresh
training
States.
of
United
the
of
the
Army
'constitution
In the line of
making. f
highest efficiency under arms, and and sore proof.
Governor Marshall has outdone some
his ability as a commanding officer
It's the sure remedy, you know, for
of the recent conventions in various
is nothing short of genius. He has everything that gets the matter with
at
10.
am
Last
New
"I
states and territories.
winter,
York, Aug.
heartily
as Napoleon said of himself your feet. It's for sore feet and for
odd times, he wrote an entire new con in accord with General Wood in the probably
the' ability to pick good men to serve sweaty, bad smelling feet, and for
to
He
sent it
belief that we should have a longer
stltution for Indiana.
under him.,
corns; callouses and bunions, too.
tbe democratic legislature for approve enlistment for soldiers In the regular
"For years I have been troubled
al, and obtained It in the course of a army of the United States," said Ma
National Guard Strengthens Nation with sore and tender
feet; suffered
couple of hours. He then issued a call jor General Julius Stahel of New
had the assistHave
intense
pains.
"In
of
out
the
thinking
possibilities
for a general election this fall, at York who, next to General Daniel
ance of physicians without relief. I
which the people will have an oppor Sickles, is the ranking surviving offl war we generally forget one of the
bought a box of TIZ, which worked,
our armament
tunity to pass upon the proposed con cer of tbe Union army of the civil strongest features of
a perfect cure, as It has with a great
I
the
National
have
been
Guard.
look
"I think that the term of ac
stitution. The old constitution provid- war.
many of my friends. I would not be
ed for a convention when enough peo tual service might be increased to ing Into the condition of the National
without it. All It requires Is to be
Guard
in
and
find
I
is
that it
lately
pie should decide that a new constittv Ave or even six years with benefit
known to be universally used." A.
shape never better and
tlon was needed. Governor Marshall to the army and the country at large, splendid
F. Dreutzer, Chicago.
obviates the enormous expense of
and after that the men could form, that these citizen soldiers are well
TIZ is not a powder. Powders and
set
men
well
who
up, soldierly
as General Wood suggests, a reserve drilled,
convention by offering his hand-mad- e
foot remedies clog up the pores.
other
document as a substitute for the old only to be called upon In case of ac would be the first in the front in case TIZ draws out all poisonous exudaJ
as
a
was
in the time of the
It
constitution.
tual need. It is much the same as of war,
tione which bring on soreness of tho
Some people 'believe he has gone be- in our municipal government. A man civil war. I presume that the Nation
al Guard of New York is in Itself an feet, and is the only remedy that
yond his authority In the matter, but no sooner thoroughly learns the re
does. TIZ cleans out every pore and
so far he has been upheld by the quirements of his office than there is efficient fighting machine, really ready glorifies the feet your feet.
state courts, and it now looks as If the a change of administration and he is to take the field within twenty-fou- r
YouU never limp again or draw
would out without having a chance to do bis hours, and that it would make a cred"Tom Marshall Constitution"
your face in pain, and you'll forup
law of real best 10 rthe government. I am itable showing along with the regular get about your corns, bunions and
be the future fundamental
IToosiers. So far as known, no gover now and always have been greatly to army.
a new
"Some one said recently that this callouses.' You'll '' feel like
nor of any other state eves undertook terested In the army of the United
f
person.
4
a
was
to
without
be
'
country
getting
auoh a. blar Job.
states. That we need a well drilled
TIZ la for afcie at all druggists, 25
One of the strong arguments for the thoroughly trained army there is no military spirit. When any one watch cents per box, or it will be sent
'you
Marshall candidacy is that Indiana has doubt, but I am of the opinion that es the tremendous interest that our direct, if you wish, from Walter Lu
,
in
such
movements
take
dem-outdone other northern states in
at present an army of 100,000 men young boys
& Co., Chicago, 111.
For
as the Boy Scouts of America and ther Dodge
ocratlc victories. Marshall was elect- is large enough.
sale by all druggists.
different
the
associations
ed governor three years
This body of well drilled men
ago ani
and
legislature should in an emergency furnish well for the studying of woodcraft
brought in a democratic
By the time a fellow Is rich enough
with hm. This victory was followed schooled army officers enough an(d scouting, like the Sons of Daniel
last fall by the election of a complete should be the skeleton on which to Boone, one cannot Imagine that there to be a girl's husband he la generally
old enough to be her father.
democratic state ticket and another build an emergency army of a mil- is any lack of military spirit."
democratic legislature. The congres- lion and a half men. And it is hard
sional delegation Is democratic with to conceive of any emergency in
the execption of one district. Senator which this country would need, or
Kern and Senator Shively are persist- could find use for, more than a milent Marshall boomers and promise In- lion and a half of soldiers. That numdiana's thirty electoral' votes to the ber could handle any army that a
To make abso foreign power could land on this con
democrats In 1912.
lutely sure of the state being in line tinent, and we could not well send
they insist on the nomination of Mar- during the first years of a great forshall.
eign war more than that number
In order that Manager Dixon and abroad to fight.
tbe senators and representatives may
America's Isolation Spells Safety
"America is situated different from
push the Marshall candidacy to the
limit in the closing days of the spe- most of the other world powers. It
cial session. Stokes Jackson, Indiana is peculiarly Isolated and there is no
democratic state chairman, and
great foreign power that could send
of the house, has re- an effective army against us. Cer
turned from his vacation to give every tainly in any war in which this con
possible aid in acquainting the house tinent or South America was inter
membership with the fine qualities of ested that number would be sufficient
the Hoosier governor.
to start with. And as for the landing
of a foreign army in the United State3
it might be possible for them to land,
RIDGE-BUFAM
WEDDING
LB
WA
but they could never get away, and
Jamestown, R. I., Aug. 10. Prominthe
is so big that they could
of
ent summer residents
Newport, not country
make effective progress
before
Narragansett Pier and the neighborwould be met by an overwhelm
they
ing resorts turned out in full force
native army.
for the wedding here today of Miss ing
"A
great deal is said about Japan's
Margaret Uuffam of Newport a nd
to make war on the United
intention
Philadel
of
Carter
Charles
Walbridge
Anheuser-Busc- h.
is
States.
has no. idea of attackJapan
phia. The ceremony was performed
at the summer home of the bride's ing the United States. It is furthest
fro mtheir Intentions or from the posparents. The Rev. C. D. Burrows of
Newport officiated, assisted by the sibiiitiies. She has become a great
Rev, Arnold H. Hord of Germantowm. nation and Is satisfied with the de
velopment that awaits her In her own
Pa.
part of the world. She has Corea and
Manchuria for a field for her activities
DUMB CHILLS AND FEVER
and development and would be very
I ex. jfive
jDougiasvuie,
years foolish to attempt the useless task
ago, I was caught in the rain at the of making war on a friendly power line
It stands alone at the top of the world's bottled beers, because
wrong time," writes Miss Edna Ruth- the United States.
use only the cream of each year's crop of Barley and selected
we
erford, of Douglasville, "and from
"And what other country Is there
Saazer
Hops.. It is thoroughly aged in the largest storage cellars
was
taken
with dumb that would want to attack us?
that time,
I
in the world. Its mildness and low percentage of alcohol makes
chills and fevers, and suffered more think there is none. Any troubles
it friends EVERYWHERE.
than I can tell. I tried everything that might arise between this counthat I thought would help, and had try and Central and South America
Bottled only with corks or crown caps) at the
four different doctors, but got no re- could be taken care of with our reglief, bo I began to take Cardui. Now ular army and such help as the NaI feel better than in many months." tional Guard might offer.
St.
Louis, Mo.
Cardui does one thing, and does it "But there is one thing that we do
well. That's the secret of its 60 want, and that we need, and that in
years of success. As a tonic, there case of a sudden foreign war we must
Distributor
Is nothing In the drugstore like It have. That is a strong and powerful
Las Vegas
N. M.
As a remedy for women's lite, it has navy. We ought to have, and we
no equal. Try it. Price $1.
must have, the strongest navy in the
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BOOM
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Feet Tired-S- o I
Tired?

TERM OF

ENLISTMENT IS
ADVOCATED

WOMEN'S
RIDING
SKIRTS
We have Just received a new line of Women's Riding Skirts made from green or tan corduroy and
khaki cloth in the best and most approved model, any size you may desire.
;

$4.50 to S7.50 Each

self-relian- t,
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This liisigly Bird Within the Letter

the time honored trade mark of
It's the emblem of Quality and Parity,,

"The Old Reliable"

Anheuser- Busch Brewery
B. F. McGUIRE

riffihiflar

NEW MEXICO'S

ROSEN WALD

LEADING

BLOCK

STORE

ESTABLISHED
-

PLAZA
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on

California
Los Angeles or San Diego, Fare for the round trip

San Francisco, Fare for the round (rip
Tickets on sale daily, good for

stop-ove-

October 31, 1911.

rs

$45.60
$50.00

.'

at any point in either direction, within final limit
.

To make your trip complete do not ail to visit the

GRAND CANYON of ARIZONA
the worlds greatest scenic wonder.
Side Trip from Williams, Arizona
.
.

$6.50

Any information regarding these and other trips will be cheerfully given at the ticket office.

D.

L

BATCHELOR, Agent.

Machinery Headquarters.

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
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Grain Binders,
flowing Machines,
Hay Rakes,
Bean Threshers,
Grain Threshers,
Bean Harvesters,

First class work
and best of materials is my
motto. Esti-

JH,MM

Deere Plows,

Farm Wagons,
Spring Wagons,
Buggies,

Binder Twine,
E-M-

Autos.

-F
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mates cheerful
ly given.

Cherries Ilfeld Company,

H. T. Davis

Las Vegas. New Mexico.

Phone Main 357.

NEW ATCHISON BOND ISSUE
New York, Aug. 10. Tho Atchison,

Topeka and Santa Fe railway company has decided to create a
convertible bond Issue, which
the stockholders will be asked to approve, at the annual meeting in 1911.
News of the proposed increase is
contained in a letter to the stockholders by President B. P. Ripjey.
The bonds will be issued from time
to time. The bonds will be convertible into common stock, which will
of
be provided for by an increase
$100,000,000 of the authorized common stock.

Get Wis

$100,-000,00- 0

cn Gloves

You know it's expensive to buy cheap gloves,
They soak through with ateam, water and
after wetting don't protect your hands.
Gloves are the most economical
lores. They wear longest and feel best. Kisen.
5 rath'aCelebrated Horaehide used in them ia
steam,
cinder and heat proof.

"Abtol,r
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"Asfjesto." Glomes i

m

,
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For Railroad Men
re perfect bMsuse they iww stiffen from
wcttlnjr or
shrivel from heat. Wash tk cm with wwp and water
Tliev
617 oft
pliable.
ocwmwiin unen inreaa lock at frl
they "stand the strain." They are

ud

glOVCS
test no mare. UM
your dealer for the wtuint
"'Atbastal."
if he shouldn't
lisve them tell xrn his name. We
y
wppiiea ana
V1UCE

sBESTOt
EISENDRATH'S
CELEBRATED
HORSE HIDE

HOLINESS CAMP MEETING
Jackson, Ga., Aug. 10. The annual
holiness camp meeting at Indian
Spring, one of the largest yearly assemblies of its kind in the south, opened today and will continue until
August 20. Prominent among those
secured to lead the religious services
this season are the Rev. C. W. Rupth
of Philadelphia and Dr. H. C. Morrison, president of Asbury college, Will-mor-
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FOR SALE
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Ky.
WHOLESALERS OP

Conductor Move forward there,
please.
Casey (who has moved along twice)
Divil at bit furder! Oi paid me
rickel t' ride; not t' kape on wolkin'.
Boston Transcript.

,

Clolhinrl, Dry Goods, Notions,
Shoes, Hats, Caps & Gloves
E

....

IAS VEGAS. NEW MExinn
-

CLASSIFIED ADS. HIT THE
BULLSEYE

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY, AUGUST 10,

PREPARE

Military Pompom

FOR

DROUTH

That

Farmer Must Pay Particular
'

p
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Perhaps Most Important Consideration In Connection With Molsturs
Conservation Is Plowing
Use Disk and Harrow.
(By H. F. PATTERSON, Montana
periment Station.)
It is not possible for anyone to
foretell the season and it is not the
Ex-
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military whether men or
possesses a charm for
the average feminine that makes
Itself manifest tn a variety of
ways. Especially is this so In the
matter of womanly garb, as for instance In the case of the hat shown
In the picture.
Here we have the

THE

PRETTY

tpff

vf'i

.

trimming a big military pompon of
exquisitely soft ostrich in black and
white placed exactly in the front of
the black hemp hat. For a full face
the position of the pompon as shown
is much more becoming to almost any
face than is a broadside or back
trimming.
BLUE SERGE ALWAYS

DRESS

Every Woman Should Own 8uch
Gown, If Possible Serves 8o
Many Purposes.

If possible, every

woman should

in- one- -

elude in her wardrobe a little
piece, gown of thin blue serge. It
serves purposes tor which blue linen
and blue surah are not available. It
Is not marred by the rain and It Is
not easily mussed.
e
A
blue serge gown may
sound plain and anything but Individual, but Its possibilities are unlimited. Silk collars, folds and bands
may adorn It, and the skirt may be
hem. The
made with a knee-deeskirts are slightly raised on the bodice,
thus giving an Empire effect, and the
bodice Is loose and easy.
The trimming of the bodice Is a
matter of Individual taste. Some prefer the deep rolling collar of black
satin, over which a small collar of
Venetian lace can be turned, as the
black is not so becoming next to the
neck. Others have a deep collar coming almost to the waist line, made of
lace, dotted net or sheer eyelet embroidery piped with a narrow
fold of black satin.
Some may use a touch of eolor on
the blue serge gown, but this should
be judiciously applied. A panel lined
with a vivid green or glaring cerise
Is not altogether smart, while a cravat
of green, king's blue or light red silk
cannot fall to be good looking. The
farseelng woman will see to it also
This pretty dress is of white cotton that her blue hemp hat Is brightened
rolle. The skirt is slashed open at with a bit of the chosen color, and
the aide over a panel of hand em- will have also a tailored parasol to
broidery, and the edges of the skirt carry with this serviceable blue outfit.
are finished with hand embroidered
Double Faced Cloaklngs.
scallops and dots.
Not a shop of importance but is
The bretelles, which cross, and the
cuffs are embroidered to correspond showing double faced cloaklngs, with
with the skirt. The little chemisette plaid and plain reverse side, and great
is tucked and trimmed with lace; the er novelties In the ratine effect, often
with one side In silk. Some of the ex
girdle is of white ribbon.
treme novelties are so wholly unlike
on the two sides that It seems almost
Stylish Coat Set
The right coat set on the right suit as If two materials had been pasted
looks well, especially in warm weath- together.
Another Interesting feature in mateer, when it gives a fresh touch to a
rials tot wraps is the double faced
dark linen, serge or pongee.
One that has the merit of being silks, with one strong color on one
stylUh and quickly worked is In black side and another on the reverse, with
and white. The collar is snawi no Indication of the other from either
shaped, deep at back, and the cuffs are side. That Is to say, In blue and red
combinations, for example, there Is no
five Inches wide.
The surface Is closely covered with trace of the changeable effect; one
a scroll design worked with white side is absolutely red and the other
cotton couched with black at short in- side absolutely blue. It Is two toned
tervals. 'The entire skein is tised for and double faced tn the strictest sense
the underlay and a single thread for of the words and not changeable or
shot. Chicago Tribune.
couching.
The edge Is finished in a straight
The Prettiest Decoration.
buttonholing, a quarter of an Inch
flowers make a much prettier
Real
worked
stitch
chain
a
fine
with
deep,
for the wedding cake than
reindecoration
also
which
in
close to It
black,
the ornamentations that confectioners
forces the purl.
delight in making out of sugar. A
beoutlful spray of snow white roses
Hoods.
With
Coats
rested on the top of a homemade bride
In
poputhe
There Is no decrease
at a simple coun
hoods on short cake, recently seen
larity of long,
It was embedded In the
coats. They are made of the material trv wedding.
and it was a much more artisItself or of satin or silk In the same frosting
than the expensive love
decoration
tic
faced
ar
color as the coat, but they
work that are done
and
filigree
knots
a
with a vivid tllk and held down by
is sugar. '
thick tassel.
I

one-piec-

all-ov-
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purpose of this article to try to predict the amount of rainfall during the
coming spring and summer months.
The season of 1910 was very dry in
nearly all parts of the United States;
previous to 1910 we had a number of
very wet years. A good many authorities are of the opinion that the
wet and the dry seasons alternate.
It Is not the purpose of this article
to leave this impression, for the
writer has not access to the precipitation tables over a long enough period. He does not know whether the
coming season will be dry or wet,
but, in the event that it is dry, it is
well to be prepared for it Then, if
it should turn off wet, the extra labor
would still bring one in good returns.
To protect himself against a dry
season the farmer must pay particular attention to the method of handling the soil and to the crops that
are planted. It has been stated that
the equivalent of about seven Inches
of rainfall can be stored In the soil
by proper methods of cultivation. If
this amount of water is saved and if
then there la any rainfall during the
growing season, one is quite sure to
have good yields. If, however, the
soil is not properly prepared and
moisture has not been saved, and if
then it turns off dry, there is nothing to do but to fall.
Perhaps the most important consideration in connection with moisture preservation is the plowing. The
land should be plowed as early In
the spring as possible. It should be
plowed to a good depth and the plow
should be followed Immediately with
the disk and the harrow.. The disk
will pack down the land, fill up the
air spaces, aid In decaying the organic matter, and the harrow will
place a dust mulch over the surface.
This dust mulch will act as a cover
and prevent the evaporation of moisture.
Whether or not it will pay to seed
a crop upon this newly plowed land
Is difficult to say. In some instances
a
crop would give a
yield and in many Instances it would
not. In order to be on the safe side
it is suggested that the land should
be summer fallowed the first season
and seeded the next fall or the next
spring. ' By summer fallowing Is
meant that the land should be cultivated or harrowed- - niter ach rain'
throughout the summer. A good way
to tell whether the land needs to be
harrowed or not Is to study the phys
ical condition of the surface soil. If
a crust has been formed do not delay
the harrowing. If a large number of
weeds have germinated and are grow
ing, the quicker the land is harrowed
the better. The object of this sum
mer fallowing Is to prevent the
evaporation of moisture.
that
The ' second consideration
means success or failure in a dry re
gion is the crop that Is grown. Crops
that are especially well adapted to
the dry land areas should be used.
varieties seem to
The
give the best results. There are both
winter and spring varieties of quicKly maturing grainB. The Turkey Red
wheat seems to be very desirable lor
fall seeding. The seed should be
sown quite early in the fall. This
will give opportunity for a good root
Then again, the fall
development
sowing permits the grain to start
very early the next spring. Because
of these characteristics Turkey Red
wheat will mature before the dry
weather of July and August. If one
crop he
is to sow a spring-growshould also secure a variety that will
mature in as short a time as possible
and one that has a hardy root
will
growth. These characteristics
tide the plant over a dry spell and
no doubt will mature a crop.
Too much emphasis cannot be
placed upon the method of handling
the land and in choosing the varie
ties of grain that are used.
quick-growin-
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IN WORLD

CREDIT FOR JEWISH FARMERS

Is the Opinion Count Jacques de
is Tour Blanche Has of

Unions Are Established
That Lend Them Money for Productive Purposes.

Americans.

A-

ttention to Soil and Crop.

''''

HONESTEST PEOPLE

g

n

Humus In Orchard Soli.
The humus loosens the soli particles
which in turn increases its water ca
pacity. The humus is essential for
the growth of the beneuoiai Dactena
in the soil. One of the most important
parts that a cover crop plays is its
ability to change chemically the compounds of the soil and put them In an
available form for the trees. The
clover orop gathers, digests and turns
over to the trees the plant iooa wnicn
It has stored.
Nitrate of 8oda for Vegetables,
T.av in a buddIt of nitrate of soda
for use on the early vegetables to
stimulate them. Its use is indicated
for beans, pease, radishes, onions and
lottnr.. Give it in solution, one
ounce to two gallons of water, applied
half a pint to a plant u large or a
foot of row, if small, applied in a drill
made along the rows, and covered
With dry soil for a muicn.
Cultivating the Soil.
Keep the surface of the soil as loose
and line as possible ana me son will
A
nn ina moisture by evaporation.
as
beneficial
often
is
good hoeing
a. good rain in dry w earner.

ign.

Count Jacques de la Tour Blanche
was praising In New York the honesty
of America,
"You are, for all the tales about
your political and corporate corruption," he said, "the most honest and
the most honorable people in the
world. It is to your cridit, not to your
discredit, that adventurers so often
dupe you in Europe. It isn't because
your minds are stupid that you are
duped. It is because your minds are
noble too noble to believe such mean,
small creatures as European adventurers can exist
"That was a typical adventurer who,
meeting an American millionairess in
Paris, congratulated her on her good
fortune In making his acquaintance.
" 'You know," he said, 'I always pick
my friends.'
'But this lady, who was up to snuff.

With the help of the Jewish Agricultural and Industrial Aid Society three
unions have been recently
established, one in Fairfield county,
Connecticut, one in Rensselaer county,
New York, and the third In Ellington,

lave

Conn.

These credit unions are established
the Jewish Fanners' associations in those places, which
are branches of the Federation of Jewish Farmers of America, The farmers
In each branch raised $500 by selling
shares, and the Jewish Agricultural
and Industrial Aid society loaned
$1,000 to them at a low rate of Interest.
,
The management of the credit unions
Is entirely in the hands of a board of
directors, who are elected by the farmers.
The money is loaned to farmers for
retorted:
productive purposes on easy payments
' 'As you would a chicken, eh, mar and with small rates of Interest. While
In Germany, Italy and other European
countries the credit unions have been
in existence for many years and were
The First Free Lunch.
To Ned Mather, a native of this found to be very helpful to the farmcity and a man who spent his declin ers and small business men, in this
ing years here, is given credit for country this is the first attempt
originating the Idea of free lunches, American Hebrew.
says the Watertown Standard. He
Inaugurated the first free lunch in
Women Should Judge.
Baltimore, and Baltimore historians
Six men in Hartford, Conn., formed
1865
1866.
at
the
either
or
place
year
to decide whether a lady's
the
The front bar at Barnum's hotel In dressjury
fit properly or not. Naturally,
Baltimore, where the quality folks the women say that no man la comgathered, is where It is said to have petent to judge of such things, and
originated.
that the jury should have been comOne day Mather conceived the idea
of six women. But, according
of free lunch in the place and sent posed
to Mrs. Caroline F. Corbin, the men
word to the kitchen to ascertain from were
"
their
duty and
the cook what she had cooked that the doingroom is no
jury
place for women.
In
which
she
felt
day
particular pride.
The cook sent back word that the
Smithfield ham was worthy to tickle
To Help College Girls.
the palate of a king. Mather ordered
It is expected that college women
her to make up some sandwiches, and throughout the country will be inter
when the usual crowd came they ested in the plans of the New York
found these spread on a table and de bureau of occupations that has reclared Mather a philanthropist of the cently been organized to bring to the
most useful and praiseworthy type.
attention of the undergraduates differ
Up to that time all that there was ent kinds of employment for which
of a free lunch was a few crackers they may fit themselves during their
on the bar, but no one ever thought oollege career. The Woman's Educaof eating them.
tional and Industrial Union of Boston
has had such an organisation for
some time under the management of
Vaccination for Typhoid.
D. Gill. It has placed
The last report of the surgeon gen Miss Laura
women in suitable positions and
many
eral of the army adds more evidence
those in uncongenial occupato the already overwhelming testi- helps
tions to something better.
in
favor
of
the protective value
mony
of
vaccination. The figures given for the fiscal year ending
To Train Porch Vines.
June 30, 1909, showed an incidence of
Secure a child's wooden hoop. Fasttyphoid fever sixteen times greater en It with strong wire, so that tt will
among the unvacclnated than among be In the exact middle of the porch
the vaccinated troops. Up to October opening. Attach all the cords for the
1, 1910, only five cases had developed vines to climb on from the hoop to
among the
Moreover, various points at the sides, top and
of these five cases four were so mild bottom of the porch. When well covas to leave doubt as to the diagnosis, ered with growing vines, the porch
and there were no bad effects of any will present a beautiful wall of green,
wttn. a circular window in the center
kind as a result of the Tmcolnatlonv
From the Journal of the American that la most "decorative. Woman's.
Medical Association.
Home Companion.
In connection with,
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Every
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so
great mistakes and have done
while following tbe dictates, tf their
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
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see intelligent 'men accept a man's
excuse for a serious mistake on tbe
at East ground of conscience and say that
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President Taft has the genius of
true statesmanship whea it comes to
doing the happy thing and saying the
felicitous word at the opportune
time, if he was a mere politician he
might be accused of opportunism it
self, but this Is a charge that can
not be brought against him.
President Taft sends to the mikado,
through Admiral Togo, the great na
val hero of the war with Russia,
message of peace. There is a pecul
iar fitness, which ought to be reflected in a peculiar effectiveness, in the
chief executive of the most powerful
nation In the world sounding the sil
very note of peace instead of the chal
lenge to arms. Nor is this Mr. Taft'i
most convincing contribution to the
cause of universal amity, t for the
recent and other Inevitable triumphs
of the state department in the mat
ter of international arbitration are in
reality ths president' own, nd he
would teem to be a. promialnff candi
) date for the Nobel peace
prize.
Japan is traditionally obligated to
weigh with particular care suggestions emanating from thlB country.
Roughly estimating, half a century
ago, when America was almost on the
verge of the greatest conflict of modern times Japan was an Island lair
of shoguna and camural, ruling their
teeming tribes of serfs, the harbors
of the Island locked against commerce and communication with the
outside world.
America took the
first step toward making Japan the
world power it is today, and though
it became such through a great war,
yet peace would mean vastly more to
Japan than would martial campaigns,
unless waged for conquests which
the powers would permit
President Taft's message, therefore, will add to Its fitness and
to its timeliness ' the more ma
terial considerations of
From every point of view it Is the
right word spoken at the right time,
after the president's own characteristic fashion.
,
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In the new electoral college New
York with six additional votes, a
total of 42, will continue to
hold
the balance of power between
the
less
leading, parties in campaigns
than the last,
hopelessly
With" New York's vote, either side
may easily figure out a majority.
The sold south has been broken
since 1904. Having twice given her
electoral vote to republican presidential candidates, Missouri no longer
can be placed in the southern column.
Under the reapportionment, Including
Kentucky, which has shifted-i- n state
ejections, and Maryland, which divided her vote In 1908, the solid south
has 155 votes. To wta,jthe next democratic candidate must have in addition to the south, 111 votes. Carrying
New York the democrats could win
with Ohio, New JersejC'tndlaiis'and
Missouri, a total of 112." Illinois could
be substituted for Ohio.'- - In place of
either of these strong republican
states the democrats could elect with
California, Colorado and West Virginia, or California and' Nebraska and
Montana or either of the Dakotas.
'
Counting New Mexico and Arizona
democratic, with three votes,each, a
successul combination could be named with New York, New Jersey, India
ana, Missouri, Nebraska, West
and Colorado. Montana rwith
one of the Dakotas could take the
place of any of the three small states.
But if President Taft holds New
Sbrk, ,the. dem(f F.atiPHei4 jp3ifi
difficult. Assuming that Governor
one-side- d
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different one scheduled for every day will be more than fifty speaking parts.
it,
Edmund Pollock, an English actor,
of the celebration, will be held in the
which
hills
been engaged for the role of Dalhas
the
forest
among
open
now. What is the secret of it?'
" 'Well,' was the reply, 'he met Gob-s- a
lie back of Astoria. One of the fea- las Brown in "Seven Days." Mr. Polture's will be a reproduction of the lock, who will make his first appear
WITH THE BOXERS
Gold's daughter, an heiress, - who
old fort and settlement founded by ance in this country In that play, Is
a
on
hats
alone,
year
spends $1,000
the men of the original Astor expe- - a brother of Allan Pollock, the oriTbe feminine end ot a well known and'
diton. Indians of the northwest will ginal Dallas Brown.
"And, of course he5mtt?Hed her.
vaudeville team is In the habit of
Sam McVey has challenged Sam
Mrs. Annie Pixfey, the mother of
take part In a historical pageant and
"business"
of
down
any piece
Jotting
In other festlvites.
" 'No, no-- He married Tier mll'l-ner- .' Langford to box for $,000 a side, tbe
Gus Pixley and the late Annie Plxley, she thinks would be of value In their
bout to take place In London.
One of the features of the celebra- died at hef home In New York the act. One
" Cleveland Leader.
Sunday In church the serPat Powers, the New York promottion will be the holding of the big other day, of old age. In the days vice was neglected for a minute and
has declared against
meet of the Pacific Coast Amateur when Annie Pixley appeared In an idea that had
er,
just come to mind
Pat wants a referee to give a
bouts.
Athletic association, which yill take "M'lis8," her mother made It a rule was
most
at
in
entered
of
official
an
the thing
Washing
duly
They tell
26.
25
A
after every tangle.
and
decision
rowing
a
never
to
miss
August
place
performance.
handy namely, the prayer book. And ton, known by his friends to he a
Dan
manager ot Willie
McKlttrick,
One ot the early productions to be the prayer book was left behind.
regatta will oe another of the attraca
has
who
many
rather "close" man.
announces
Lewis is the
that
tions. A convention of the Oregon made this fall fcyi Henry W. Savage
LeWis,
The next Sunday she went back to passage at arms with his wife, all by
welterweight champion. Too bad for
Development league Is expected to will be a Parisian farce, "Le Million," the same church, intending to inquire reason of hat very closeness. attract hundreds of visitors. A band which in., some respects follows the for the book at the' end of the ser-- ,
On one occasion a friend had the Mac, but he will be himself again In
tournament will bring together brass lines of Sardou's "A Scrap ot Paper." vices. The
to enter just as the pair a day or two."
anticipatmisfortune
however,
priest
bands from all over the northwest in The American adaptation, has been ed this
by speaklsg of a prayer book were ending an argument touching
addition to an Indian band made up made, by Leo Dietritchsteln.
found the Sunday before.
some question of household expendi
of members of the tribes which InHilda Spong has been selected to
"Our only means of identification," ture. He was just In - time to hear
Freckle-Fac- e
habit the reaches of the Columbia play the title role In "Everywoman"
he said, "Is a rather peculiar memo- the husband say:
river. Agust 28 will be known as when J. C. Williamson produces the randum
In the rear of the book:
"See here, Marie, you cannot hood
Astor Day, on which occasion a sta- play in Australia tbe coming season.
"When the pistol goes off kick father wink me In these matters. Do you
(
New Remedy That Removes Freckles
tue of John Jacob Astor will be un- Miss
Spong originally came from Aus- In the face."
think that I have lived all these yeads
or Costs Nothing
veiled with appropriate exercises.
tralia to Join the Daniel Frohman
The prayer book was never claimed. for nothing?"
-.o nq
Here's a chance, Misa Freckle-FacThe settlement of Astoria by the stock company at the old Lyceum
was
'T shouldn't
Philadelphia
be . surprised,"
Saturday
Evening
Astor expedition, which the celebra theatre.
ta try a new remedy for freckles with
Post.
the
Maga
repartee.
Harper.
wifely
tion is to commemorate, was the first
the guarantee of a reliable dealer that
Is
the
Conqueror,"
'Charlemagne,
zlne.
it will not cost you a penny unless It
permanent settlement in the far the title of a new play by Justin Hunt
Dr. Bertha C. Downey at a lunchnorthwest and gave the United States
removes the freckles, while if It does
A
W.
has
which
ley McCarthy,
eon In Worcester, Mass., eloquently
Brady
Its strongest claim to the Oregon
the give v'i a cler oonvplerion, the exacquired for the use of Robert Man- - pleaded for ber tax on childless husWhile I wa fi waling
country. Though the British took pos tell, who will
street the other"day I met a man pense is trifling.
produce the play en tour bands.
session of the Astoria fort in the war
Simply get an ounce of othlne douthe early part of the season,
during
"There
childless
fewer
would be
chair, in
pushing an lnyalid
of 1812 and renamed the place Fort
1 sign hanging ble strength from your druggist and
taking it to New York next spring. husbands," Dr. Downey ended, "If which sat a main
George, the place was restored to the
one night's treatment will show you
W. Savage has brought with there were fewer extravagant wives. on his chest:
"rje&se; help the blind."
United States after the treaty of himHenry
from Europe the manscrlpts of Take the ease of hats alone. It Is I was touched as It were. I dug how easy It Is to rid yourself forever
peace with American claims of set- Baron
a comedy nothing for a woman to decorate har down and gave the fellow a dollar, of the homely freckles and get a
tlement .unimpaired.
success from Berlin by Heinrich hat with aigrettes and paradise and then, curiosity getting the better beautiful complexion. Rarely is more
John JacoD Asior was the driving Schrottenbach;
Lieutenant's plumes worth $80 and $90. Few men of me, I asked of the man pushing the than one ounce needed for the worst
"The
force In the exploration and settle- Ward," another Berlin
case.
.
comedy hit, by can afford aigrettes, paradise plumes chair:
ment of the new country and the man Leo Walther
Be sure to ask your druggist for the
"Do you take this poor fellow out
Stein, and "The Sum and children at the same time.
who did more than anyone else to
mer's Folly," a German comedy on
double strength othlne as this is the
said Dr. Downey. "I heard every day "
"Why,"
save to the Union the territory now the lines
of "Old Heidelberg.'
He a story the other day about a man
"Oh, no," lie answered. "One" day only prescription sold under guarantee
embraced in the states of Oregon, has also
the rights to "Weeping Jos who said:
I take him out, and the next day he of money back if it fails to remove
Washington and Idaho. Measured by ephlne," by Julius
" "Brown seems to be succeeding takes me."
freckles.
Engle.
conditions of a century ago
and
those cf today, the project of Astor
far surpasses those of any latter day
or
captain of trade, transportation
finance. He planned a real winning
of the west, a peaceful conquest of
a great region to which the nation's
title was doubtful, the establishment
It Is 'the duty of every expectant
of a long chain of .trading stations mv-c- i
ner system for the
iu
that would blaze the way for civilized coming of prepare
her little one ; to avoid as
man and open the door of opportun
possiDie tne suffering of such
and endeavor to pass
ity for count'ess millions, and be- occasions,yond the west Itself he reachdCbut. through- the crisis 'with foef "health
...-t'
to give America the trade of jChiaa naUengtk'Uninipaired.5't- Thi9 she
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After many perilous adventures
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period before
Horn and'uo the Pacific coast
the baby comes.
It aids nature ,by
.
is forgotten.
the skin and tissues, relieves
ship arrived off the mouth of the
tenderness
and
soreness, and perfectly
Columbia Tlver on March 22, 1811.
The weather was tempestous and prepares the system for natural and
safe motherhood.
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eight days elapsed before an entrance has been used and endorsed
by. thouwas gained to the mouth of the river. sands of
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At last after much delay and trou- prove a comfort and a. benefit to
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any
ble, the Tonquln got inside, and on woman in need of such a remedv
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eight, says the New .YorkWorldj in
an interesting discussion of
look. The majority required td elect
the president la 1912'wilPbe 68, as
compared with 242 in 1908.'
Mr. Taft had an electoral Vote of
321. With the same states under the
the republicans
reapportionment
would gain 32 votes, and the 'Bryan
states 10 votes. The republican vote
by states would be:
13;
California,
Connecticut, 7;
Delaware, 3; Idaho, 4; Illinois, 29; Indiana, 15; Iowa, 13; Kansas, 10;
Maine, 6; Maryland, 2; Massachus
etts, 18; Michigan, 15; Minnesota 12;
Missouri, 18; Montana, 4; New Hamp
shire, 4; New Jersey, 14; New York,
42; North Dakota, 5; Ohio, 23; Oregon, 5; Pennsylvania, 38; Rhode Island, 5; South Dakota, 5; Utah, 4,
Vermont, 4; West Virginia, 8; Washington, 7; Wisconsin,, J.8; Wyoming,
3; total. 353.
r.j
The Bryan states would give the
following democratic vote:
j' .'.
Alabama, 12; Arkansas, 9; Colora
do, 6; Florida, 6; Georgia, 14; Ken
tucky. IS; Louisiana. 10; Maryland,
6; Mississippi, 10; Nebraska, 8; Nevada, 3; North Carolna, 12; Oklahoma, 10; South Carolina, 9; Tennessee,
12; Texas, 20; Virginia. 12; total.

rock-ribbe-

."hi

2.

Assuming that Arizonaand.. New
Mexico are admitted , into-the- .
JJnlon,
there will be. withtheadditlenal
members provided for in the reapportionment bill, 531 vote In' the next
electoral college, an increase ot, fprty

.

t

.
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So many people have been taught
the doctrine of "Let your conscience
be your guide," that they have come
to think it an infallible rule against
error. A greater error than this was
never made. Conscience is a culti
rvated quality of mind, and is susceptible to deevlopment to a evry high
degree or being allowed to be seared
to the point that the person may, as
ve often say, be without o6dJc1enc&
Such people are hard hearted and
Wllnnn will Va tV. Hamnomtln
seldom respond, to actlaawhere an
other with aa acutely developed con neewemaTTonc'em ttaw re;
science on that subject, when con- sey. Where would he get hi majort- fronted by the same conditions could ty? He would have to catry New
not refrain from action. There are Jersey, Ohio, Indiana, California,
West Virginia, Colorado, Missouri,
many instances where the former
New Mexico and Arizona.
might be altogether the wiser, and Nebraska,
lose
Should
he
Ohio he would, have: to
the more reliable character of the
two, at least when placed in a re-- carry two of the Insurgent hut hith
d
" Sponsible position,
republican states of
one demanding erto
the northwest, such as Michigan
solution
of
jwise
Important problems.
Iowa and Wisconsin.,
.
Every one, who is a real student Minnesota,
Without the electoral vote; of New
i bf human nature, realizes that a
iiuirkened conscience. Is ordinarily York nothing less than a tidal wave
ne that is susceptible of receiving will save the democratic party from
defeat next year.
nd acting wisely upon great human
interest problems; but the same
student has learned that every conIt seems as if a woman would rath
science is qulckenedptsareOltB
er have her.lmsband, wear rubbers
s
environments and trgjAn-Tia.4than dm. camittttb'

TODAY'S COMMERCIAI'AND FINANCIAL NEWS

well-know- n

tfe-'&ut- -

TAFT'S MESSAOKTO JAPAN

made tSelr settlement hut
a fewf months later, tbe .British, who
had several expeditions in the field,
would have planted the first claims
of occupation In that part of the region of Oregon and Washlngtoa and
probably would have retained it as NEW
their own.
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Flambolse

91 DEGREES

by lightning fielding.

TO FORM AND

i

THUS FAR

GIVES PROMISE

1

BEAT RATON

-

SIXTEEN

4-

-

WORKS AS CHIEF

a,

Caldwell, 2b
Hartnett, 3b
Lyons, cf.

4

0

4

1

2

0

La Flambolse, U
Kempton, rfi cf.
Kennedy, lb
Bradbury, c.
McCauley, ss

4

0

4

1

4

1

4

1

4

0

p.'

3

0

2

1

35

5

Kelly,- -

Barnett, rf.
Totals

OPERATOR

-

-

-

.

fifty-seve-

Maroons
Smith, c.
Smith, p
Fisher, 3b
Lockhart, 2b
Nelson, lb
Wicks, ss

OF GROWING
CAPTAIN

6 24 10

4

1

....4
.4

1
4
12

3
4

0

WilBon, If.

3

Montano, rf
Barr. cf.

4

0
0

3

0

Totals
Score by innings:

34

8

When the Fire Is Out
JUe
-.

o,

d,

a Chafing Dish and Percolator

....

0.1

Delicious Coffee and

4 27 18

6

Lunches

123456789
0206100

PERTOPTICIAN

TAU
JEWELER.

RETAIL PRICES- lbs. or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
to 1,000 lb EacK Delivery
to 200 lbs Each Delivery
Less Than $0 lbs. Each Delivery

1,000 lbs.
200 lbs.
60 lbs.

BASE BALL

BOo

10

per

AGU A PUR A CO MP A NY

YESTERDAY'S GAMES

f - National League", '
St. Louis, 4; Brooklyn, S.
Philadelphia, 6; Pittsburg,
Cincinnati, 5; Boston, 3.
Chicago, 5; New York, 16.

lbs.
100 lb.
100 lb.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

20o per
25c per
Mo per
40o per

ZfiOO

x

the

TEXAS WOMAN NEAR DEATH;
Wills Point Tex. In a letter from
WUls Point, Mrs. Victoria Stalllngs
I was afflicted with womanly
Bays:
troubles, had a dreadful cough, and
suffered awful pains. I certainly
would have died, if I had not been relieved by taking CarduL Now I am
stronger, and in better health than
I ever was in my life. I cant say
half enough for this great medicine."
Do you need relief? Try Cardul for
your womanly troubles. Its long record of successful use is your guarantee. Thousands of ladles have been
helped to health and happiness by
Cardul. It will surely help you. Try
'
a bottle today. .

E.

Raton
1 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
5
Las Vegas
0
x 8
Summary Three base hits Hartnett, Fisher. Struck out by Kelly 8,
by L. Smith 8. Bases on balls off
Kelly 3. Double plays Wicka to Lockhart to Nelson. Stolen bases Brad
bury. Wild throws Bradbury 2. Time
of game 2:05. Umpire McWenie.

n

-

BELIEVES

8

.511921

.

MORRISON

LOCAL GUARD WILL BE BEST
'
'
IN TERRITORY

''When the boys of Company ' H
march away to the encampment next
year," said Captain George E..Morrt
son last night "I believe I will be
able to assert without fear of contradiction that ours Is tbe best organization in the First Regimena, National Guard of New Mexico. Every
indication is for greater interest on
0 4 3 2 the part of officers and enlisted men.
1
1 j 2 Every day I receive applications from
0 0 0 0 young men who desire to Join the
2 2 0 2 company and we already have a wait
1 0 0 0 ing list. ' The men are being admitted
0 8 0 0 upon their showing of ability as sol
2 8 0 1 diers and their likelihood, to become
0 1 4 1 good guardsmen.
Umpire Ralph Frary, who was tried
0 0 2 0
"The social club feature which we out in the National league this sea0 0 0 0 recently inaugurated
is proving a son, has returned to the Northwestgreat pleasure to the boys. The gym ern league.

AB. R. H. PO. A.

B.
L.

nasium, has been equirped with all
Kinas or apparatus. ' we win organize
athletic teams to take part In the contests held here during the winter and
expect to make a good showing. A
billiard table will be moved Into the
club rooms soon and the reading room
Is already supplied with, plenty
of
periodicals and magazines. Interest
in drill is growing and the company
is Improving In every way."

MILITIA COMPANY

pro-duce-

shop-

r. V. T. Brown Was here today
from the Velmora Industrial sanitarium. Dear Watrous.
AUGUST IS WARMEST
whom everything depends.
W. B. SUpp, clerk of the court for THOUGH
Our responsibility Is never
the Fourth Judicial district, returned
MONTH, RECORD FOR YEAR
lost sight of for a moment
last night from a trip to Raton.
HASN'T BEEN EXCEEDED '
in prescription filling. Every
Harry Roebuck left this afternoon
'
for Denver, where he will spend some
prescription
our
leaving
tore Is faultless from
Though August so far in its brief
time visiting and enjoying his vacaany
existence
has furnished plenty of
standpoint that you may
tion.
take. You may feel safe
Miss Gladys Jones, who had been warm days it has not yet exceeded
and sure if we fill your
visiting friends here for some time, the maximum temperature record for
prescription.'
left today for her home In Kansas the year. The record is 91 degrees.
This was attained last Friday by the
City, Mo.
A. B. Recknagel of the forest ser- government thermometer at the Norvice, was here today from his head- mal University. The Instrument fas
WINTERS DHUa CO.
quarters in Albuquerque on a brief recorded 90 degrees three times this
month. One of the reasons for the
business trip.
Plioue Maiu 3
11.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts will go apparent Increase in temperature is
19 Albuquerque, 3;
June
Ma- the
the
fact
much
tnat
is
range
daily
QKQKKKKKQA. R. Kingsbury, left t
roons, 4.
through here Sunday on his way to less than during the past month.
June 0 Albuquerque, 4; Ma- territorial supreme court, of which The maximum and minimum tem
roons, 3.
he Is aa associate Justice.
peratures of the month to date are
Rev. O. A. Kingsbury, who has been as follows:
f- June 24 Santa Fe8; Maroons 9.
June 25 Santa Fe 3; Maroons 7.
Min.
Max,
here for some time visiting his son, Date
486
46
A. R. Kingsbury, left today for Ten- August
July 4 V.'agon Mound, 3; Ma- - f
4-;ao
48
nessee where he will spend a short August
roons, 10.
f
85
51
time beore going to his home ki TJtl-c- August.
July 9 Santa Fe 6; Maroons 8. 88
46
N. T.
July 15 Albuquerque, 6; Ma- August
4-'
42
90
4
roons, 10.
J. P. Lynch returned today to his August
4- home in Chicago after hoy in g been August 8
90
49
July 16 Albuquerque. 11: Ma- No moisture except a trace which fell
here for several days on a visit to his
roons, 6.
417 Santa Fe 12; Maroons
farm
on
the
mesa.
has
fallen
the
Mr.
was
July
Tuesday,
during
Lynch
ILLINOIS LAD NOW WIRE CHIEF
10.
greatly pleased with conditions as month. All the days have been set
FOR SANTA FE AT DAWN,
found them here. He expects ' to down as clear.
f July 22 Raton, 8; Maroons, 18.
TEXAS
return next winter and locate on his
f July 23 Raton, 6; Maroons. 3;
place.
(six innings.)
f July 26 Dawson, 3; Maroons, 7.
Louisville, 111., Aug. 10. Clay counBIG
HOTEL U. S. ARMY OFFICER
July 27 Dawson, 3; Maroons, 4.
ty can boast of having one of the F if IRE DAMAGES
10.
The
loss
to
Aug.
ixnaon,
the
July 29 Raton, 2; Maroons, 4.
.youngest telegraph operators in the
30 Raton, 13; Maroons, 6. 4service James Delno Brauch,
July
the American guests at the Carleon ho
A
PRAISEHATTERY
sixteen-yea- r
old eon of Peter J. tel, the two npper floors of which
August 8 Raton, 14; Maroons,
8.
Brauch, a confectioner of Sailor were damaged last evening by a specAugust 9 iRaton 5; Maroons 8.
Springs, 111., eight miles east of tacular fire that drove the occupants NEW MEXICO ARTILLERY CORPS
Louisville, who is now in the employ of the hotel into the street, Is not so
IS A VERY PROMISING
4of the Santa Fe Railway company as heavy as had been believed. The
Standing of the Team
ORGANIZATION
lose to the hotel ; ,1s estimated at
Won 15; lost 9; percentage .625
chief operator at Dawn, Tex.
About a year ago, when Jim was in $150,000, but. thist probably Is an
Santa Fe., N. M., Aug. 10. The field
school, he and Russell Levitt, a underestimate, as all the ceilings and
most
of
the
i.
remust
report of Battery A., Field
be
Inspection
furniture,
on
some
schoolmate, procured
books
"Coming back," like the game fight
Artillery, Organized Militia of New ers they are, the Maroons yesterday
telegraphy and studied them at night placed. The hotel management
to. belittle the fire and up to Mexico, made by Major W. S. McNalr, afternoon took the second
after school hours. Jim, who is a
game of the
sort of mechanic, soon had invented the last moment withheld the fact Sixth Field Artillery, United States series from the ,Raton Grays, by a
some instruments of his own
and that Jameson ri,ee Finney, the actor, Army, at Camp Jaffa July 6 to July score of 8 to 5. Superb pitching on
15, has been received by Adjutant the
some common glass jars were brought had been burned to death.
pert of "Injun" Smith, who was
General A. S. Brookes. The report almost invcinclble with men on bases,
into service; also some smooth wire.
DEMOCRATS IN A RIOT
states, among other things:
A line was stretched between the
coupled with a regiment of errors
There were present four officers made by the Raton club at. inoppor
Aug. 10. The meet
lads' homes, and it was not long un
Asbury,J.,
men and absent oae tune times, gave the game to the lotil the "clickers" were in action and ing of the democratic state convention, and
enlisted mea. cals. Kelly twirled for Raton. He
a message transmitted over the new called to consider the alleged Insult officer and seventy-siof
Th
The small held down the' number of base hits to
this
6
on
says
Governor
report
Wilson
placed,
State
by
"telegraph line," which
Chairman James it. Nugent, broke up number of enlisted men attendisg a less number than did Smith but al
like this:
&Uf to Inability pf many to
get lowed thei Maroona to hit the ball on
"Russell Pop's got ." i' headache to- up. In a riot thi af ternoon, when
from their business attalrs. It the nope o
away
creto
retused
Nugent
that his team
recognize the
night. Call me in the morning.
atwas given plenty of hard chances to
lng of democr&tlo state convention, Is believed that many more will
JIM."
tend the next encampment.
convert Into errors.
At first James" father thought it and the latter was elected after a
"Officers, military bearing excellent;
It looked like easy money for Ra
desperate,
struggle.
the
insisted
that
and
of
time
a waste
physical qualifications, good; mental ton in the early part of the game.
hut
be
dissolved,
company"
"telegraph
qualifications, excellent; professional With one down In the first inning
From a Southern league- scribe:
some traveling men who happened to
qualifications, variable; zeal In per- Hartnett hit a' three base lick. He
be in the confectionery at the time, Mother Ryan you remember the dear formance of duties, exceptionally
took a long lead and scored on
and who had taken an interest in the old girl dropped in yesterday. Too good. Enlisted men: military bearing,
out, Lockhart to Nelson. La
Lyon's
a
was
man
he
making
the
told
Cotton
for
states excellent; physical qualfications, exthe
high . priced
boy,
hit safe but died on first.
Flalmboise
matthat's bow she 'explains the harsh rat- cellent; mental qualifications, excel- In
;mistake, so after conslderng the
the Grays gathered in
second
the
continue
to
the
let
hoys
tle of'asm afher heels.
ter he deeded
lent zeal in performance of military two more. Kennedy made the circuit
their noise.
duties, generally excellent
on errors by Lockhart and B. Smith.
Ahout three months ago Jim went
M. S. Murray, command"Captain
Bradbury hit safe and scored when
to Oklahoma to visit an aunt who
the battery is conspicuously qua- Nelson erred on Caldwell's infield hit.
ing
there
lived near the Texas line. While
lified to handle the administrative
The Maroons pushed two across the
Jim got acquainted with the telegraph
work of J;he battery owing to his exin the third inning. Wilson
The platter
operators and sooa was "tinkering"
i n .,,
perience Jo the regular army.
Parisian
a
base on balls. Montano got
got
chief
The
operator,
with the keys.
equipment of the men and the pro to first on Hartnett's error, Wilson
DRY CLEANERS
seeing the boy's ability, took a great
of supplies were very suc
curement
going1 to third. Barr hit to Hartnett
Interest in him and sent him to Ama-rlllcessfully managed by him.
who - threw Montano out at second.
an
was
he
where
Brem-ongiven
Tex.,
First Lieutenant Charles de
Wilson scored on B. Smith's hit. Barr
examination by the Santa Fe examinand press all Men's
clean
commanding the first platoon of scored from third on a wild heave by
will
a
with
good
and
passed
ation board,
the battery. Is conspicuous for his
and Woman's Garments,
B. Smith was forced out at
Kelly.
grade.
zeal and efficiency,
particularly to second
Lace
his brother. Fisher ended
Kid
Laces,
Curtains,
by
assistant
as
was
Jim's first position
matters pertaining to discipline and
fun
the
as
whiffing out, leaving RaNeckby
and
Gloves
a
little
time,
in
Slippers,
but
dispatcher,
to the technical duties of the battery
to the tune of 3 to 2.
lead
ta
in
the
the
that
sooa as the officials knew
ties; Clean and Blleach Straw
during firing. He is fully competeut
In the fifth that Raton tried
was
It
the
and
work,
business
his
and Panama Hats; Clean and
to instruct the enlisted j personnel of
boy knew
an aeroplane stunt. The flight was
even better, it turned out, than did
the battery in firing Instruction.
call
We
Block
Felt
Hatv
successful. Seldom has a vistranswas
he'
highly
lots of their old men,
"Captain Murray and Lieutenant de
for and deliver the goods.
team
soared higher above the
iting
ferred to Dawn, Tex., as operator.
combination
Bremond form a happy
arena. Montano and
at
Amusement
his
father
park
wrote
The officials
of qualities very beneficial to the bat- CWfc .Cf
outs
his
and things lookmade
Barr
easy
K?T
complimenting
Main
Sailor Springs
PhT,
tery."
B.
a
and
dark
Smith hit one
dismal.
is
ed
young son's success; that he
Concluding his report the major ti
who
a bad throw
made
be
not
tmwaaJr
Caldwell,
will
loag
it
and
"wire wonder"
E53
says, "This battery (A) is a very to
Smith a life. B. Smith
first,
giving
neede
and
before he will be given a better popromising organization
made the
sition.
more opportunity to get its guns out tried to steal second and
on a wild heave by Bradbury.
station
imto
order
in
in the open country
An error by McCauley and another by
prove rapidly."
The Boston and the St. Louis Amer
B. Smith and left
BUILDER
CONTRACTOR
and
The major adds that more horses Bradbury scored
icans and the Cincinnati Nationals
U
.Smith
'
,bn .second,;,Flsher
perched
of
Kind
Kirthe
os
Furnished
of
All
and
that
Estimate
interestneeded
are
are all bidding for Pitcher Will
off ;y tneerbae
fcos-werlpoed
o
jt-as
well
the
a
Bulldlng-JoWork
as
men
b
city
l
the
Three-Specialty.
league
it nf thn nanville
ILookharti
'bails
got,
Smith;
WibttsenoTj
batIn
the
increased
336.
would be
Phone Main
Opposite Optic.
tiara.
L Flaittbofee r tlroppa 1Nelsori f jto
tery by the occasional appearance-- jot
left',afte''lW
on
the
ftreets
a platSqa of the battery
to' score."1 Wicks 'hft' pfetha'fc Hartiet't!
proceeding to the open country jfbr
allowed
to get away .jrom him atid
drill or target practice.
Lockhart
and Nelson romped in. This
batthat
the
recommended
also
He
Maroons the best of a 7 to
the
gave
own
for
its
camp
soat'to
be
tery
two or three years annually rather 3 argument, as Wilson struck out.
$3000.00
Good Business Lot on Center St.
Raton made their total in the sixth
than to maneuvers.
Want
St.
Offer
Two errors and three hits did the
Sixth
Lot
on
28 foot Business
Barnett got a life on first when
work.
was
who
Cecil
Ferguson,
Pitcher
2 Business Lots on Douglas Avenue,
some time ago is Nelson let Lockhart's low throw get
Memphis
to
sold
.
$3500.00
.
near Seventh St.
still in Boston, working out in tne away from him. La Flambolse hit
safely and Barnett scored. La FlamRustlers' yard.
bolse tried to make the circuit but
was caught out at the plate, L. Smith
making the putout after Montano's
PILLS throw
CHICHESTER BRAND.
had eluded B. Smith. Kempton
A
hit safely and scored on Bradbury's
I'll I. la Kr4 nd UoM DieulUc
hit. A fast double play retired Bradboiet. Ktled with BIin Rlbboa.
ft ii t mt vam
T.k. an Albar.
and McCauley. ,
AskfoclnlrtiH.TI5
lrirtt. HRANI) PILLS, fa. HSI bury
DIAMOND
Montano hit safe In the test of the
- A
LEMLG
kWM Ben. Sw, Mwmyi RetUbl
rem
GEORGEManager.
Phone Main 40.
sixth. Barr drove a long fly Into left
SOLD BY WUCEUSTS EVERYnulIRE

BOY OF

3

pulled
The big
. Indian threw over Kennedy's
head, al
lowing wontano an easy voyage to
fontano ;took third on a.
second,
Smiths infield out-- L. i Smith .
d
a hit which 'scored "the "Monkey." Fisher went outlfteliyo Kennedy. This ended the scoring.
The Maroons' lineup was changed
considerably
yesterday. Wilson play
ANNEX SECOND GAME OF SERIES ed
in Ellis' position in left and Nel8 TO 6 INJUN SMITH PITCH- son held down first. Lockhart go
ES SUPERB BALL
ing to, second.
"Brother" Smith
caught a good game and Nelson did
well on first Aside from their one
bad inning the Raton boys played a
THE MAROONS' RECORD
fine game. Caldwell at scecond lets
May 16 Japs, 2; Maroons 11.
few chances elude him and McCauley
May 17 Japs, 8; Maroons, 9.
at short is a whirlwind. Kennedy is
May 30 Railroaders, 1; Maroons
a good hitter but does a little too much
June 4 Dawson, 7; Maroons, 3.
grandstand to be an unqualified success on first.
June 10 Dawson, 4, Maroons, 2
4- June
The box score:
11 Dawson. 2: Maroons. 3
Raton
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
June 18 Santa Fe, 13; Maroons

iLMruwiuncrur nmnuuNO'HCiuui

personals
here today on a visiting and
'
';
'
ping trip.
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,r Harvesters Storers and'Distrlbuttors
, f. i. ' fend Lasting- - Qualities of Which

0 tU

7

"
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Famous

r

of Natural Tee, the Purity

Have Made Laj Vegas
Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

'
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American League
'Boston, 6; Cleveland, 8.
Philadelphia, 9; Chicago. 7.
Washington, 6; St Louis, 4.
New York, 3; Detroit 8.
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WHOLESALE GROCERS

Pinch, Use Allen's Foot-Eas- e
Ladies can wear 'shoes on
size
smaller after using Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powder for the feet It
makes tight or new shoes feel easy;
gives Instant relief to corns and bunions. It's tbe greatest comfort discovery of the age. Relieves swollen
feet, blisters callous and aorespota.
It is a certain relief for sweating,
tired, tender, aching feet Always use
It to break in new shoes. Sold everywhere, 25c. Don't accept any substitute. For FREE trial package address
Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
In

and Dealer In
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BAIN WAGONS-RAC- INE

SEVEN HOUSES
N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M
Corona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, K. M.,
,:,
Trinidad, Colorado
,

;Eastlas Vegas,
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Houses, Stores and Farms For Rent and
For Sale

FIRE INSUR.AINCE

The Investment and Agency Corporation :
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wasn't a bit more marvelous to little Alice, than the

PENNIES AND
INTO DOLLARS

TRANSFORMING

I V
Tat

NICKELS

this savings bank. It's as certain at the rising sun that

INTEREST INCREASES RAPIDLY
AT THIS SAVINGS BANK w

'

'

Open an account for your children here and see how their
i .,
''small" change deposits will develop and grow. ;
:

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
30 'J
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Belshazzar, despairing at last of capturing the mole, cocked an ear Inquiringly at each of his audience In turn,
nd, neither offering further dlvertlse-oien- t,
curled himself up comfortably
between Billy's feet and went to sleep.
BlUy cogitated further. Uncle Jack
had openly evinced a pronounced fondness for tbe society of Bessie's aunt
and now when by all precedent he
thould have been playing golf with
her, he was sitting on the garden steps
itaring gloomily at nothing.
For this state of affairs there could
be but one plausible explanation. Bessie's aunt bad deceived Uncle Jack,
even as Bessie had deceived him. Girls
were all alike.
Then suddenly he rememberd having seen her whizzing down the avenue earlier in the day In Mr. Stanhope's auto, with Mr. Stanhope at the
steering wheel. That luckless individual had once patronizingly addressed
him as "my little man," and Billy detested him accordingly.
"I'll punch him," reflected Billy
aloud, vindictively.
"Whowhat?" asked Uncle Jack,
startled.
"Mr. Stanhope," explained Billy. "I
saw Bessie's aunt out riding with him
In his auto."
Uncle Jack stared. Then he laughed.
"Well you are an observant little
conceded
beggar," he
admiringly.
"Though that isn't the root of the
difficulty, Billy Boy. Mr. Stanhope Is
merely an accessory after the fact
oon particeps crlmlnls, as it were."
This being too deep for Billy's comprehension, he ignored it and opened
up a new line of investigation. "What
Is the matter, then?" he demanded

BILLY BOY

LOCKING

UP

Outrageous and Possibly Illegal Custom That Has Come Down From
Old Times.

Some of the shabby brocade of court
has been cleared out of our
etiquette
Br MAJTTAND L. OSBORNl
courts, such as gowns and wigs. Some
that still hangs in faded shreds is
on the garden steps
LB Illy Boy sat watched
dusty, but inoffensive. But some surBelshaxzar's
gloomily
viving practices are seriously objecjCrantlc endeavor to dig out a mole,
tionable.
j Time was when Billy would have secFor Instance, tbe outrageous habit
onded Belshazzar's efforts but today
of locking jurymen up. Why? Durtie would scarce have turned his head
ing the progress of a civil case which
ko watch a circus parade. The somber
lasts three or four days Jurymen can
black pall of utter desolation had setgo home nights. But when the case
tled over him and life, which once
is given to the Jury, the Jury must go
had seemed so fair, mocked him with
into continuous session, under lock
Its oselessness.
and key, until It reaches a verdict
For Billy was In love, and his love
There la no sufficient reason why we
re'was scorned, flaunted, derided and
should not go home at tbe end of a
fused and at Billy's age such things
and come back to our work next
day,
count The Iron had struck deep into
morning, just as we men do In any
bis soul and broken off, and the barbs
other business. The imprisonment of
still rankled.
a jury tends to hasty decisions, to the
That be had reached the epochal age
forced verdicts of weary minds inof ten before attaining the grand
capacitated for thinking. Much betshows at least that he did trot
ter to drop a difficult case, go home,
wear his heart upon his sleeve. Presleep, come fresh to the Jury room In
viously he had sauntered Idly along
the morning and resume deliberation.
the primrose path of dalliance, inIf Jurymen are In danger of being
In
his
tentative
with
flirtations
dulged
with after a case is given
tampered
purse, his kindergarten teacher, and
to them, then they are In equivalent
jthe
fairy with the flaxen
danger of being tampered with durcurls who waved him generous kisses
the progress of the case.
ing
with her chubby hands from the adThe Incarceration of the Jury Is, I
lawn.
joining
hold, against the rights and liberties
Once across the Intervening hedge,
of citizens.
pie had shared with ber a stick of exI am willing to give a portion of
ceedingly sticky candy; at another
my time, without pay, to public bust
had
her
he
allowed
graciously
jtlme
ness; but I resent the turning of the
to Inspect the burned finger that vissheriff's key behind my back. I reibly attested his patriotic observance calmly.
"We quarreled," confessed Uncle sent having to walk down to the street
of the glorious Fourth
inwardly
to supper (or breakfast!) in military
elated by her gasp of feminine horror Jack.
or
The judge
criminal column-by-two"What
about?"
inquisitorial
Billy's
when he undid the wrappings of the
often has to spend several days
very
was
tune
on
and
feared
recognized
Injured member.
In deciding a question of law. Why
by all the family.
Then had Intervened a period during
Uncle Jack shrugged his shoulders. not lock him up until his mind works
which he viewed the advances of the
Case and Comment
ex- - to a conclusion?
gentler sex with calm disdain, merg- "You can search me," he answered
know
don't
what
"I
about
at times on distinct disfavor as. presstvely.
ing
for Instance, when effusive feminine The fact remains that we did quarrel, MODERN WOMEN LACK GRACE
visitors of uncertain age, alluding to and now she won't speak to me, so I
him as "the little dear," drew him In- can't tell her I'm sorry and ask her to
Famous Artist Says Pair Sex Never
wardly raging against his fate, within make up."
Befere Walked or Carried It"Are you sorry?" demanded Billy.
their detested embrace and kissed his
self so Badly.
"Oh, yes, I'm sorry all right," admitfreckled face.
On the evening of bis tenth birthday ted Uncle Jack with a rueful laugh.
Marcus Stone, R. C, the famous
tie had bad a party such a party! "However, that don't mend matters
with oceans of pink lemonade and con- any, so don't bother your curly head artist, says: "I do not believe that
mat
tinents of angel cake, mountain ranges about It, Billy Boy. You'll have trou- women or men either, for that
ter have ever walked or carried
bles of your own some day."
of Ice cream, isthmuses of
Billy thought of the Inconstant Bes-Bl- e themselves as badly as they do now,
and island of cookies, principalities of
the women with their elbows out.
and wisely remained silent
pound cake and kingdoms of candy sufBelshazzar, waking, stretched him- their shoulders up, their necks push
ficient to allure the gloating gase of
men for the most
the expectant guests and cause le- self lazily and wandered out of sight ed forward, the
creatures
with sloping
around
corner
the
house.
of
the
chestlesa,
Billy,
part
congion of little "tummies" to ache In
If necks. Arms were not Tr ade to stick
absorbed in thought, followed.
cert
Uncle Jack really wanted to make up, out on either side like jug handles.
At the party she appeared,
"Of course, as an artist I am at
adorable dimpled, demure, surely Bessie's aunt ought to be In
war
of
formed
with fashion and its constant
the
fact
looking for all the world as though
woman
"I'll go tell her," decided Billy changes which
prevent
she might have wandered, Just awakwhich expresses her
dress
a
sagely.
evolving
In
some
the
from
frame
huge gilt
ened,
Behold then presently Billy trudging Individuality but especially with the
picture gallery the type of little girl
up the street with Belshaz- fashion of wearing corsets, which, to
sturdily
that one instinctively longs surreptiat his heels. When my mind, destroy the outlines of the
tiously to pinch to convince one's self zar tagging happily
of her reality; also she lisped enchant-lngl- he had turned the first corner he figure and cramp the freedom of
Never before
and at her advent Billy beheld Bpied Bessie's aunt book In hand, com- woman's movements.
so much
woman
been
life
has
In
In
a
in
hammock
ensconced
my
fortably
of
his preconceived Ideas
femininity
laced up as she Is
and
of
house.
a
shelter
the
lummer
Imprisoned
tiny
takf instant flight.
"But you must danoa with tbe other Making their way directly across tbe today that Is to say, of course, all
fig
little girls alfio," protested his mother, lawn, Billy and Belshazzar appeared except the willowy women, whose
sud- ures accord with
before ber with disconcerting
present fashion.
gently guiding his reluctant steps denness.
How can she move gracefully In a
where duty pointed, "and I'm afraid
how
which pushes her shoulders up,
tube
do
you
do,
Boy?"
"Why
Billy
Bessie's mamma would not like to
elhave her eat more than four dishes of said Bessie's aunt a little uncertainly. shortens her neck, and sends her of
It was hard to presage what a visit bows out? The sloping attitude
Ice cream in one evening."
neck adopted by men and women I
from Billy might portend.
Bessie divine name!
"How
attribute to the wearing, especially
do?"
do
you
Billy
responded
After a month's devotion on his
gravity; then wrinkling when young, of high stiff collars. The
part, Bessie had passed him on the with
avenue that forenoon, seated in the his forehead thoughtfully, he regarded least pressure on the back of the
her with unwinking gaze for an appre- neck sends the head forward, and
boy
donkey cart of the
thus a habit is formed."
across the street, haughtily uncon- ciable space of time.
"I don't think you're pretty," he
scious of his existence, while he of the
snub nose had grinned at him offen- stated at last judicially.
Anne Boleyn's Coach.
Bessie's aunt laughed dellclously.
sively as they passed.
coaches" are fairly num"Headless
she
admit
"To
the
tell
Billy,"
truth,
True, Billy had sauntered casually
most famous is the one
erous.
so
The
think
"I
don't
ted
confidentially,
across the street later In the day and
drives once a year, on the annieither."
that
d
the
one
gravely pummelled
'But I guess my Uncle Jack does," versary of Anne Boleyn's execution,
In the seclusion of tbe coach nonse
continued
Billy, whereat Bessie's up the avenue at BHcklng, her Nortill he howled for mercy, but this conaunt
to laugh and blushed in folk home, says the London Chronicle.
forgot
summation of righteous vengeance was
The coachman and the four horses
at best vicarious punishment for the stead. "And be don't know what you
and
fickle Bessie.
So now, when Belshaz- and htm quarreled about," went on have not a head between them,
not
her
own
Anne's
is
he's
shoulders,
"but
upon
sorry
Billy
anyway,
gravely,
dian
ear
In his
zar cocked
Inquiring
bebut she holds it In her lap as she sits
rection and whined eagerly, Billy and It wasn't about Mr. Stanhope,
in the coach all in white. At the hall
cause he says Mr. Stanhope is a non
gloomily disdained his Invitation to as- non
something that I forget, but If I door the whole apparition vanishes.
sist in excavating the mole, and with
also rides
hands thrust deeply In his pocket was Uncle Jack I'd punch him," said Anne's father, Sir Thomas,
horses
headless
drawn
a
in
his
coach
fists
by
belligerentBilly,
up
doubling
viewed Mfe darkly through disillusionly. "Anyway, I think Uncle Jack is once a year, and his ride is much
ed eyes.
lots nicer' than Mr. Stanhope," he more exciting than his daughter's. He
Appeared presently around the cor
has to cross forty county bridges durner of the bouse Billy's big uncle Jack, added.
admitted
Bessie's
do
"So
aunt
I,"
ing the night and a company of yelllikewise engulfed In gloom, with hands
"And ing demons pursues the coach to keep
consideration.
after
thoughtful
In pockets and unlighted pipe desponddid you say he was sorry?" she asked. the horses going.
ently aslant, who seated himself
Billy nodded emphatically.
and
the
watched
upon
steps
Billy
"Well If he's sorry"
Bessie's
Belshazzar's efforts dejectedly.
Where Asparagus Grows Wild.
was visibly impresesd.
aunt
An Uncle Jack unsociable, untalka-tivanI"
now
Uncle
Jack
there's
"Why
Asparagus was not introduced Into
and downcast of men was distinctly
new to Billy's experience that he view-e- nounced Billy, pointing an accusing Britain by the Romans, who applied
the phenomenon with wonder finger. "Uncle Jack! Uncle Jack! the term asparagus to tender shoots
which, according to Juvenal, grew on
ment. Could It be possible that the he called shrilly.
bis head, but it mountains (Montanl asparagi).
The
Uncle
barbed shafts of Jealousy had like- was not Jack turned
at Billy that he looked. He plant is certainly native with us and
wise entered his soul? With chin in
In the occurs sparsely on the eastern and
hand Billy pondered upon the problem must have read forgivenessa moment
of
Bessie's
for
aunt,
southern coasts of .England at Angleglance
In silence.
was crossing the lawn.
sey and Pembroke In Wales and
Ah! he had It The cause of Uncle later he
"I'm afraid my small nephew has around Wexford and Waterford in
Jack's woe was plain to him. Around been
disturbing you," he apologized, Ireland. It is no longer found on Asthe tickle, tne inconstant Bessie reup the book that Bessie's aunt paragus island, near the Lizard, as
picking
volved an attendant satellite yclept
dropped, and careful- all text books of English botany asAunt Agatha, after whom Billy had had conveniently
restoring It to her.
sert, but still grows profusely on some
ly
Uncle
his
Jack
observed
dangling
lately
"Not in the least," smiled Bessie's neighboring cliffs of Kynanco Cove.
quite disgracefully, though why Billy
"We've been exchanging confi- Westminster Gazette.
could not understand, certainly she was aunt on
lots of personal matdences
not pretty that Is, from Billy's stand- ters." She oh,
hunted
diligently for the
pointlacking the adorable Bessie's place she had lost when she dropped
The Suffrage Flag.
Infantile
and
cheeks
plumpness, the book. "He says you are sorry."
pink
Lee Laidlaw has preMrs.
James
.
likewise her bewitching lisp.
"I am abjectly repentant," he as- sented a suffrage banner that was
Then, too, she blushed If spoken to sured her
gravely.
used in the May parade In New York,
suddenly, which uuiy regarded as a
Bessie
appeared,
to be taken to London very shortly.
foolish habit, and once In the early
adorably dimpled, demure. At sight It will
over the American destages of their acquaintance when he of Billy she chewed reflectively on tachmentfloat
e
in the
parade which
bad shown her a little green snake no one chubby finger and smiled at him Mrs.
Pankhurst Is planning. There
had
she
shuddered
than
that,
longer
will be 40.000 In the parade, as she
with horror and begged him to take ingenuously.
"Leth go see my white rabbith, has planned It
he
horrid
thing away, whereupon
the
she cooed alluringly.
bad stuffed the offending reptile back Billy,"
went
Billy
Into his pocket together with this handThe Uplift
kerchief, three china marbles, and a
Voice of Bitter Experience.
"Is
a
she
and
stalked
of
dis
help to ber mother?"
chewing gum,
lump
Biggs A man killed himself the asked one woman.
dainfully away.
with
razor.
a safety
other day
"Yes, indeed," replied the other.
Still, if Uncle Jack liked that sort
Griggs Gee, It's a wonder It was "She has
taught her to say 'culinary
of a girl all right There was no harp enough.
..
.
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How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO, Toledo, O.
We, tbe undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney tor the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
usiness transactions, and financially
ble to carry out any obligations made
y bis firm.
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WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. CHAPMAN
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price, 75c per
bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!-atlo-
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ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

BEST GOODS
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Hay Fever, Asthma and Summer Colds

HANDLED

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

always welcome to the
sacheIh !
W. O. Wood,
wigwam.
David Flint chief of record
aid
collector of wampum.
brothers

NO. 2, A. F. A
com-

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.
William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
Tuppers returned to lunch with a
beaming face.
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2,
A,

CAFE

RESTAURANT AND

THE LOBBY

Mw

TEMPLAR
g KNIGHTS
conclave second

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. K. C. halL Visiting
Brothers are cordially Invited. G.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- W.
Condon, Secretary

B. P. O. ELKS

-

Reg-kyOul-

Tuee-V"- -

Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound will do it
47 MCa m&tb at Ma- F.
K M. Stewart. 134 Wolfram St, Chi- sonic Temple at 7:80 p. m. C.
upc i Number, Main a.
O. E. Meets first and third Tuescago, writes: "I have been greatly
S. C; Chas. Tamme, Reday
evenings each month, at Frasummer
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- troubled during the hot
find that corder.
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visitlna
with
and
fever
months
hay
TISEMENTS
Foley's Honey and Tar ComBrothers cordially Invited to attend.
Five cents per line each Insertion by using
pound I get great relief." Many others LAS
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
B. F. McUuire, President; E. 0
estimate six ordinary words to a who suffer similarly will be glad to
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Ine. No ad to occupy less space than benefit by Mr. Stewart's experience.
Ward, Secretary.
convocation first Monday
two lines. All advertisements charg O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Maat
In
each
month
d will be booked at space actually
KN1GHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
sonic Temple, at 7: SO p.
So saying, he handed him a bag of
NO. 804 Ueeta second and fourtk
t, without regard to number of
"
H.
m.
J. A, Rntledge,
words.
Cash In advance preferred ferrets and an antiquated gun.
Thursday In O. R. C. hali, Pioneei
P.; Chas. H-- Sporleder,
building. Visiting members are corSeemed to tive Him a New Stomach secretary.
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, G.
"I suffered intensely after eating
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
and no medicine or treatment I tried
RAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
403 seemed to do any good," writes H. M.
WANTED
room girl.
Dining
S. Meets first
and third Fri- I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Young peters, Editor of The Sun, Lake
Railroad avenue.
View, Ohio. "The first few doees of
1. Meets every Monday
days In Masonic Temple. Mis.
evening at
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tabtheir
ball on Sixth street. All "liltWANTED
Position,
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron:
by first class lets gave me surprising relief and the
ing brethren cordially invited to atseamstress, address Box fc32, Las Ve- second bottle seemed to give me a
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A
new
stomach and perfectly good
gas.
Mrs. Minerva A. HowelL Secretary.
health." For sale by all druggists.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
W. E. Crltea. treasurer;
Secretary;
WANTED
Assoto
copy
Operator
We seldom dote on a man when he
V.
C
Hedgcock,
cemetery trustee.
ciated Press report over The Optic's is
in his dotage.
NOI
LODGE
DORADO
1,
EL
leased wire, dally except Sunday,
OF
KNIGHTS
PYTHIAS Meets MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
11:30 to 2:30. Call on city editor.
Loss of Time Means Loss of Pay
Ju'eet in tie forest of brotherly
every Monday eveKidney trouble and the ills It breeds
love
at the Fraternal Brotherhood
WANTED
Board and room in pri- means lost time and lost pay to many
ning In Castle hall.
on the second and fourth Frihall,
vate family for man and 10 year
working man. M. Balent 1214 Lit
Visiting Knights are
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay,
old boy. Care of boy during day. tie Penna St., Streator, 111., was so
invited.
bad from kidney and bladder trouble
cordially
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. VisitClose in preferred. Adress L. M. K.
Chas. E. Llebech-nie- r.
that he could not work, but he says:
care of Optic.
ing neighbors are especially welcome
I took Foley Kidney Pills for only a
Chancellor and cordially invited.
short time and got entirely well and
Commander. Harry
WANTED
Man and wife to work for was soon able to go back to work,
Martin, Keeper of
same family, woman must be an and am feeling well and healthier than
Records and Seal.
are
Pills
tonic
before."
DKNT1STS.
Kidney
Foley
average good cook and man capable ia
a
In
results
good
action,
quick
of milking and aomg general work friend to the
working man or woman BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
F. R. LORD
about the house. Apply to General who suffers from kidney pills. O. G.
AMERICA
UNION
OF
Meets
first
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Secretary Y. M. C, A.
DENTIST
and third Wednesdays of each
Office Pioneer Building
Some people expect to be rewarded
month ( at Fraternal Brotherhood
Rooms 3 and 4
in heaven, and here, too.
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A. Office
Phone Main 5?
Glvens, Secretary.
Visiting mem- Residence
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all dePhone Main 4 IS
Cutis and bruises may be healed In
bers cordially invited.
scriptions.
Notary seals and rec about
d
the time required by
ords at The Optio office;
the usual treatment by applying Cham
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
NO.
berlain's Liniment It is an antiseptic FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
DENTIST
102
Meets every Monday might at
FOR SALE White Wyandotte hens, and causes jucn Injuries to heal with
re
4. Crockett Building. Has phones
Suite
also
out
liniment
This
maturation.
In
Schmidt
hall
their
the
building,
18 and $10 per doz., according to
lieves soreness of the muscles and
west of Fountain Square, at eight
at office and residence.
quality. Mrs. M E. Johnson. Hum rheumatic pains. For sale by all drug
o'clock.
Visiting members are corf gists.
boldt, Kan.
dially welcome. E. E. Gearing, presiATTORNEYS
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, SecreNo, Maude dear, it isn't the pussy
C.
Treasurer.
tary;
Pally,
willow that makes the dogwood bark.
Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
FOR RENT Two room furnished
. E. ROSENWALD
HUNKER A HUNKER
LODGE NO. 545,
Many a Suffering Woman
' house. Apply 921 Lincoln avenue. Drags herself painfully through her I. O. of B. B.
Attorneys at Law
Meets
Tuesfirst
every
dally tasks, suffering f rom backache,
Las
of
In
month
New Mexico
tbe
the
Vegas
day
vestry
nervousness, loss of appe
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished headache,
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
tite and poor sleep, not knowing her
housekeeping rooms, bath, electric ills are due to kidney and bladder trou
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
MASSAGE
lights, etc., excellent location. 918 bles. Foley Kidney Pills give quick
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
relief from pain and misery and
SecEighth street.
Charles
President;
Greenclay,
prompt return to health and strength,
retary.
No woman who so suffers can afford
MRS. OLL1B SHEARER
tOK KENT Nicely furnished front to overlook Foley Kidney Pills. O. G
Masseuse and Midwife
room. All modern conveniences, Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth- Residence Phone
Main 308
Private home. Address X., Optic
Parlor
erhood
Phone
hall
the
fourth
the
of
Massage
Vegas 75
sleep
The fellow who never gets to the
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Fridays
Thursday of each month, eighth
FOR RENT Two newly furnished top is apt to blame it on the elevator.
thirtieth breath. Visiting and Saturdays.
ran,
rooms, lights, bath and toilet No
now.
It
to
time
Now Is the
health seekers. 918 Jackson ave
Buy
buy
a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholnue. Call at 509 Sixth street.
era and Diarrhoea Remedy. It Is al
certain to be needed before the
When a man gets mad about the most
summer Is over. This remedy has no
cook at borne, it's safer for him not to superior. For sale by all druggists.
boll over till he gets downtown and
can scold the office boy.
We really only get things coming
our way when he go after them.
A woman never knows her own
mind till she has changed it five or
Do not allow your kidney and bladsix times.
der trouble to develop beyond the
reach of medicine. Take Foley KidThe more sense a man has about ney Pills. They give quick results and
with surprising
most things the bigger fool he can be stop Irregularities
PHONE 227 MAIN
promptness. O. G. Schaefer, and Red
about something.
Cross Drug Co.

Wanted

.

For tfae

one-thir-

For Rent
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Crystal:

Ice- Ko

Pure Distilled Water

ARE YOU FREE

Even an exploded theory doesn't
ways make a noise in the world.

al-

A well known Deo Moines woman
after suffering miserably for two days
from bowel complaint, was cured by
one dose of Chamberlain's Colic, CholHeadaches,
Colds, Indigestion, era and
Diarrhoea Remedy. For sale
Pains, Constipation, Sour Stomach, toy all druggists.
Dizziness? If you are not, the most
It's all right to pray for rain, but a
effective, prompt and pleasant surer
plan is to get up a picnic.
method of getting rid of them is to
More people, men and women, are
take, now and then, a desertspoonfrom kidney and bladder
ful of the ever refreshing and truly suffering
trouble than ever before, and each
beneficial laxative remedy Syrup year more of them turn for quick reof Figs and Elixir of Senna. It is lief and permanent benefit to Foley's
Kidney Remedy, which has proven Itwell Known throughout the world self to be
one of the most effective
as the best of family laxative reme- remedies for kidney and bladder ailments, that medical science has dedies, because it acts so gently and vised.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
strengthens naturally without irri Drug Co.

FROM

-

tating the system in any way.
To get its beneficial effects it is
always necessary to buy the genu-bmanufactured by the California
Fig Syrup Co., bearing the name
of the Company, plainly printed on
the front ot every package.

the world's a race and most of
us are
All

also-ran-

e,

Folmv Kldnfiv Pllta will check the
'progress of your kidney and bladder
trouble and heal by removing tbe
cause. Try them. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

R.OUND TRIP
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SUMMER

EXCURSIONS
TsMltlMfc

COLORADO POINTS

'

Slifm

J

Pueblo, $11.90
Colorado Springs, $13.70
Denver, $16.60

St. Louis, Mo., $40.30
St. Paul, flinn., $46.30
Chicago, III., $46.30
Tickets on'sale daily 'June l.to September 30, 1911,
re first class and rood for
In either direction,
stop-ove- rs

final limit October 31,

1911

D. L. BATCHELOR, Agent.

re
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY, AUGUST
10, 191 1.
NOT.'CE

a piece of land fronting Inches of lota 15, 18, 17,
on coin avenue beginning at alley be- 22, 23, 24, 25, Mrs. Mattle
Green. Dillon, $20
lots 4, 6, Herbert W. 28, 29, 83. Investment & Agency corfeet on north side of Douglas ave- - the north side of National fronting
avenue
tween Sixth and Seventh streets, and $20 each; lota 26. 27, 28, Fletcher E. Brown, $20 each; lota 6, 7, A. A. Jones
each;
poration. $20 each; lota 31. 32, and
WHEREAS, by resolution entered
beginning at the alley between 'ginning i"t the alley between Fourth running thence east for 42, feet, H. G.
England, $20 each; rear 25 feet of lots $20 each; lota 8, 9, F. O. Blood. $20 south half of 33. E. O. Thomas. $50;
reoora, ice uty Council of the City Railroad .Jid Grand avenues, J. T. Lu- - and Fifth streets, R. J. Taupert, Coors,
$33.60; lot C subdivision of 1, 2, fronting 25 feet on Washington each; lota 10. 11, E. L. Goff, $20 each; lots 34, 35, and north half of 33, W.
of Laa Vegas, New Mexico, has declar- f r.0.60; the west 85 feet of lots 15. 16 lo;s 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
50 feet avenue, Charles H.
Iota 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17. 18, 19. 20. 21, E. Robertson, $50; Iota D, E, F, Maria
eu h 10 do necessary and proper. In j0'
Stevenson, $20.
tiloct, 18, leu 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, lrt. ,17, fronting 85 feet on the north side of 011 north side of Lincolnfronting
Block 38; Iota 1, 2. 3, 4. Florence H. 22, 23, Trinidad G. de Baca, $20 each; and Aurelia M. Baca, $20 each .
avenue, A. H.
the opinion of the said City Council, M. A. Griswold, $20 each; lota 7, 8, 9, National Ave. from the corner of NaHarris, $40; lot B, being subdivision Sterns, $23 each; lota 5. 6. 7. 8. F. H. lota
Sec. 16. The following described
to have constructed and maintained a 10, 11, 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. H. tional avenue and Fifth
25, E. G. Morpheyy, $20 each;
street. Mar-- of lota 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 12. fronting 50 Crall, $20 each; lots 9, 10, 11, 12, Mary lota 24,
ewer in a portion of the said
26, 27. 28, 29, 30, 31, Trinidad G. pieces of. land are assessed tha
Q.
Coors, $20 each.
Jorie Hume Stnckfadden, $68; lots feet on north side of Lincoln avenue, L Davis, $20 each; lots 13.
City of
14, George de Baca, $20 each; lota 32, 33, Frank amounts herein designated:
Block 19: lots 11. 12. 13. 14. W. H. 18, 19, 20, 21, heirs of F. B. January OpUo
ve&u, wiucn is described &a
Publishing Co, $40; lot A, be Arnot, zu eacn; lots 15, 16, 17, F. S. Roy, $20 each; lota 34, 35, 36. C Mo A piece of lan J In Block 2 of the Rey
Shultz, $20 each; lot 15, J. H. Smith, $20 each; lots 22, 23, Mrs. Cora S. ing subdivision
of lota 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, Brush, $20 each; lots 18, 19, 20, H. J. Reynolds, $20 each; lots 37. 38. heirs nolds and Harrold addition and com
$20; lots
17, 18, 19, H. W. Kelly, Fenner, Z0 each; lots 24, 25, 26. F. H. 12, frontine 50
on north side of Mueller, $20 each; lota 21, 22, 23, 24, of F. B. January, $20 each; lots 33, prising lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. 13, 14.
The main line of the Atchison, To-- $20 each; 16,.
lots 20, 21, 22. 23, ' Kate Fierce, ysv eacn; iota 27, 28, Chas, Lincoln avenu' , feet
Nathaniel Fetterman, J C. ft Marvina Johnsen, $23 each; 40, Mrs. J. A. Patterson, $20 each; IE, 16. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27. 28, 29, 30, 81.
yeaa ana santa re railway company Wright, $20 each; lots 24. 25. Bertha Rosenthal. $20 each.
$40; lota 13, 14. Chria Wlegand, $20 lots 25, 26, 27, 28, and 34 feet on rear lots 41, 42, Ethel M. Bowen. $23 each. 32, thereof and fronting 300 feet oa
on the east; Lincoln avenue to Tenth
Chambers, $20 each; lota 26. 27, Ben
Block 3U; lota 1, 2, 3, Mrs. Olive each; lot 15, Peter Roth, $20; lot 16, or lota 27, 28, which
street on the South; on the west by Coles,
latter faces Wash-intgo- n Block 6; lot 1, Adolph Teitle- Friedman avenue, St. Anthony's San- $20 each.
Boucher, $20 each; lots 4, 6, 6, Laa Ve J. M. Cunningham, $20; lota 17, 18,
Mrs.
a line from the enter of the InterEvaline C. Ben- baum, $20; lot 2 Tranquilino Gonza- tarlum, $240.
avenue,
3.
Sec
of gas Savings Bank, $20 each; lota 7, A. O.
The lots and
Wheeler, $20 each; lota 19, 20, jamin, $107.20.
section of Tenth etreet and Lincoln land in the San Miguel Townpieces
A piece of land on the east side of
les 20; lots 3, 4, Carrie Belle
Co s ad 8, 9, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, $20 each:
Mrs. M. J. Rellly, $43.20;
Block S9, lota 1, 2, 3, Frank Sprinlot 21,
Railroad avenue and bounded on the
avenue, thence north to Columbia ave- dition are assessed as follows
lota
$20
Mrs.
5,
60 feet of lota 15, 16,
Vogt,
6,
7,
8,
9,
each;
east
the
17, 18, heirs of F. B. January, $18; lot 22, ger, $20 each; lots 4, 5, 6. Atchison.
Main avenue and extending
nue; thence along Columbia avenue
north
Block 19; lots
C, D. being sub
rronung on national avenue. 148. Mrs. Pauline Graaf, $18; lot 23 front Topeka ft Santa Fe railway Co., $20 Trinidad G. de Baca, $20 each; lots 28, thence by150 feet
east to Eighth street; thence north division of lots 1,A,2, B,
south, Atchison, To
29, 33, Browne ft Manzanares Co.. $20
3, Mrs. S. A. Chaf- M. M. Pundt; the west 82 feet 3 Inch
ing 25 feet, Chris Wlegand, $20; lot each; lots 7, 8. Wm. P. Mills, $20 each; each; lota 34, 35, 36, 37,38,39, 40, C. D. pake ft Santa Fe Railway Co., $120.
to Raynolds avenue: thence east fin,
75
on
ave
feet
Railroad
es of lots 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, frontinx 24, fronting 40 feet on Sixth street, lots 9, 10, Mrs. Laura F. Blood, $20
on Raynolds avenue to Sixth, street; nue, fronting
A piece of land lying on the east
$G0; lots E, F. being subdivision on national avenue, rrancls H.
Boucher, $20 each; lota 41, 42, Ed Ban
Olney, Chria Wlegand, $32.
each; lota 11. 12. 13, 14, F. H. Herce ner
thence south to Baca avenue; thence of lots 1, 2, 3, fronting 50 feet on Na
Juan
$20
$20. side of hallroad avenue and bounded
each;
Sandoval,
lots,
lots 20. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
$65.80;
K.
J.
Block 11; lota 1. 2,
Martin, $20 each; lota D. E. F, fronting 75
on the south by Lincoln avenue anl
east along Baca avenue to Fourth tional avenue, P. D. McEIroy, $40; lot Z7, zs, M. M.
sunat, $20 each; the fol $20 each; lots 3, 4. Jacob Kenestrlck feet on Columbia avenue, Mrs. Otto Sec 12. The iota and pieces of' land extending thence
north a distance of
street; thence In a line midway be-- 4, Mrs. S. A. Chaffln, $20; lots 5, 6, lowing subdivisions
in
the
Ilfeld
Baca
as
of
addition
Is
are
what
ft
known $20 each; lot 6, Mrs. Rosana Kenes Grimm, $60; lota A, B. C, fronting
826 feet, Atchison, Topeka ft Santa
tween Baca and Washington avenues Henry Dinwoody, $20 each; lots 7, 8, as
sessed
subdivision
follows:
ifl
of lota 10, 11, trlck, $20; lots 6, 9, 10. 11, 12. Thomas 75 feet on Columbia avenue, Ed S,
Phillips
from Fourth street to Grand avenue; Mrs. L. H. Kerlee, $20 each; lota 9,
.
Block 2, Iota 1, 2, 3, 4, M. L. Cooley Fe Railway Co., $660.
12, 13, 14; lot designated as O, fronting Foster, $20 each; lota 7, 8, M. L.
Lewis, $60; lota 19, 20, 21. 22, Laura
A piece of land bounded on th
thenoe on Garfield avenue to the said 10, Pamacio Montano, $20 each; lots 25
feet on National avenue, H. A.
$20 each; lota 13. 14, 15, 16, D. C. C. ,Wltten, $20 each: lota 23, 24, The $20 each; lota 5 ,6, 7, Mary L. Davis, north
on the east by
main line of the Atchison, Topeka & 23. 29, Southwestern Building & Loan Wise, $20; lot
as 1. front Winters, $20 each; lots 17, 18, M. L. Mutual Improvement Co., $20 each $20 each; lots 8, 9, 10. William J. Grand by Main avenue,
designated
avenue, and on the west by
Santa Fe Railway company on the association, $20 each; lot 30, Thos. ing 40 feet on corner of Grand and Nalots
$20
Milla,
W.
Hart
11,
12,
E.
each;
M.
J,
lot
Mrs.
Mrs.
s25, 26,
Katherlne Earickson,
Fifth street, fronting 75 feet on
oast,
F. Clay $20; lots 31, 32, Chas. H. Clay, tional, Mary J. Wise, $32; lot desig- Cooley, $20 each; lot 19,
McDonald, ,20; lota 20, 21, Investment $20 each; Iota 27, 28, Mrs. Anna M, $20 each: lota 13, 14, 15, 16, L. E. Crand avenue. Archbishop J. B. Ft-$20 each; lot 33, Nellie Parish, $20; nated as 2,
29
$20
Mrs.
lota
on
17,
Trainer,
feet
Grand
each;
18,
fronting
ft Agency corporation, $20 each; lot Shout, $20 each.
$60.
y C?Un"
34. Nellie Parish $17.60; lot 35
lots de- 22, Sarah E, AtWna, $20; lot 23, heirs Block 40, lota 1, 2, Clarence Iden Hattie L. Thompson and R. J. Taupert taval,
the whole
A piece of land on the northwest
the and the north 3 feet of tot 34. H. B. avenue, H. A. Wise, $23.20;
$20
75
each; lota 19, 20, Daniel Stern, corner of Main avenue and
feet on of F. B. January, $20; lot 24, the Agua $20 each; lota X 4, 5, Mrs. Nellie
signated as 3, 4, fronting
cost of said construction shall be as- Eighth
Martlnez, $22.40; lot 36, Southwest-eesse- d
avenue, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal, Pura Co. of Las Vegas. $20; the south Schaefer, 20 each; lota 6. 7, A, O $20 each.
etreet and fronting 68.2 feet on norfk
against the lots and pieces of ern BlllMin? & Loan Association, $20; Grand
Block
rota
ForB.
3;
1,
$60.
2,
3,
4,
5,
F.
P0
feet
lot
of
A,
9.
A.
lots
feet
$2
8,
10,
24, fronting
Wheeler,
tend situate In said portion of the itfl o7 ,o cn,,twb.t-each;
fifty
side of Main avenue, Mrs. Marie HayniMin.r a Block 31: lota 1, 2, 3, P. J. Murphy. on
Seventh etreet beginning at the Jones, $20 each: lot 11, Alice R. Long sythe and Evaline C. Benjamin, $20 ward, $46,56.
city or in said sewer district and abut- - Xj0fLn assoP)at1otl $20 each; a piece of
Mrs.
lota
6,
Emma
7,
F.
lot
each;
Marcos
$20
4,
Tamme,
each;
$20;
Garduno,
between Lincoln and Douglas $20; lot 12. C. H. Schlrmer, $20; lota
A piece of land on the north side of
ting on the line of said sewer, or so
fronMn? 60 feet on south side of lots 5, 6, Investment & Agency Cor alley
heirs of P. B. January, $40, 13, 14, Alice R. Long, $20 each; the $20 each; lota 8, 9, 10, Simon Baehar- Main avenue beginning 68.2 feet from
near thereto as to be. in the opinion Iand
Natlorial aVenue. being the rear sixty poration, $20 each; lota 7, 8, Mrs. E. avenues',
$20
lots
ach,
W.
11,
12,
14,
13,
each;.
Block 12, lots 1, 2. 3, 4, Emma Ket west one half of lots 15, 16, 17. 18, 19,
of the said City Council, benefited fept of lot! 37 3S E. N W1M $48,
the N. W. corner of Main avenue and
S. de Borresro, $20 each; lots 9, 10,
J. M. Turnbull, $20 each; lots 20, fronting 75 feet on Columbia ave R. Tipton, $20 each; lota 15, 16, 17, Eighth street and extending thencs
nstruCtion th(;reof:
Block 20. lots 1. 2, A. G. Zummach, Damacio Gallegoa, $20 each; lot, 11, ner andBertie
Jessie
18,
E. Haydon. $23 each; lots 86.2 feet
Q. Jameson, $20 each; nue, B. S. Gowan, $60; the east half
6,
And Whereas, the said City Council S2n nch: ots 3 4 Mr9 HaMa Rosen.
west, Chaa. F. Hummel,
Adolph Teitlebaum, $20; lots 12, 13, lots 7, 8, Las Vegas Town Co., $20 of lota 15, J6, 17, 18, 19, 20, fronting 19, 20, Mae Henry, $20 each.
has ordained,
$23
lots
thai. $20 each;
5, 6, 7,
Sec. 13. The lots and pieces of $68.96.
each; Manuel F. Rustos, $20 each; lot 15 each; lota 9, 10, 11. 12, 13, 14. L. C. 75 feet on Columbia avenue, Sophie
A piece of land on the north side
lot 8, fronting 60 feet on Grand ave-Se- Seneca T. Kline, $20; lots 16, 17
in the Elston addition are assess- of Main
lota 15, 16. 17, 18, D. Molse, $60; lota 21, 22, Sadie S, land
Ilfeld, $20
1. That. each of the following
avenue, beginning at a point
ed
as
nue, Lydla M. McNair and Constance fronting 60 feet on Railroad avenue, Las Vegas each;
follows:
Town Co., $20 each; lot McClanahan, $20 each; lots 23, 24, E
144.4 feet from, the N. W. corner of
mjis ana pieces or tana anuts on tne l. Parsons, $48; lots 9, 10, 11, 12,
e
Lot
40.5
on
feet
Seventh
I,
fronting
Mary Colvllle, $40; lots 18, 19, front 19, Mrs. Mattle S. Green, $20; lots 20, E. W. Layton, $20 each; lots 25 ,26
Main avenue and Eighth street and
of the said sewer to be construct- - aia
m. McNair and Constance
L.
a 21. Alfred Nolette, $20 each; lots 23 Norman and Jean G. Skinner. $20 street, lot 38, fronting 40.5 feet on
thence 51.5 west, Lizzie V.
ed in the said portion or district of parsons, $20 each; lots 13, 14, 15, 16, lng 60 feet on National60 avenue and
extending
Sixth
Co.
street, Southwestern Realty
thereof fronting
feet on Rai1 24, A. O. U.W. R. E. ft I., $20 each. each; lota 27, 28, A. J. Wertz, $20
$41.20.
the City of Laa Vegas, New Mexico, fronting 100 feet on Main avenue, part
Carpenter,
$64.80; lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
A piece of land on the north aide
Sec. 6. The lota and pieces of land each.
or Is so near to the line of the said Archbishop J. B. Pitaval, $80; a piece road avenue. Seneca T .Kline, $40;
13,
12,
15,
Southwest14,
17,
18,
16,
37,
lots
24,
27,
21,
28,
26,
20,
22,
23,
25,
B.
are
A.
Co's
lots
subdivision
&
of
Block
Blanohard
addition
60;
in the
. sewer
as to be, In the opinion of the 0t land on the east side of Fifth 29, Kate
ern Realty Co., $20 each; north one of Main avenue beginning at the Inter
Wright, $20 each: the rear assessed as follows
17, 18,' 19, 20, heirs of Mrs. S. C. Gale,
section of Main and National avenues
said City Council, benefited by the street beginning at the alley between 75
20 fronting 75 feet on
lot
of
feet
Block 5, lots 1, 2. 3, Marie Sellar $40; lots C. D. E same subdivision half of lot 25, Southwestern Reatr and running
thence east 751.4 feet
construction thereof, and each and Main and National avenues andfront-ever- y National
C.
B.
Co.,
lots
Mae
$10;
Henry, New Mexico Normal
avenue, Kate Wright, $60 Bullard, $20 each: lots 4, 5, 6, Terr! Arobrosio Sandoval, $60; lot F, Fame
one thereof Is therefore hereby me 50 feet south from said allev, Mrs.
University.
$20
A.
lota
Mrs.
V.
Anna
each:
19,
lot 30, Mrs. M. Solt, $20; lots 31, 32, tory of New Mexico, $20 each; lot 7, subdivision, unknown, $20; lots A. B.
$601.12.
assessed the amount hereinafter de- - Hulda Rosenthal, $40; lots 17, 18, F. Kate
$20 each; lots D. E. F., George
Shout,
Jno.
lot
33,
$20
each,
A
A.
Wright.
A
8,
lot
subdivision
$20;
of
lots
21,
22,
$20;
on
unknown,
west
land
side of
Jones,
the
Margaret
piece of
slgnated, such amount being the pro- - o. Blood, $20 each; lots 19, 20, Alex J. Robosser, $20; lot 34, First Nation
lots 9. 10, First National Bank of Las Burns, $40; lot "C, same subdivision, A. Fleming, $20 each; lots 20, 21, Fred Eighth street extending 60.4 feet
h
portionate frontfoot share of each of Levy, $20 each; lots 21, 22. 23.
al bank of Las Vegas, $20; lots 35, Vegas, $20 each; lots 11, 12, Monte- - Feliclta Townsley, $20; lot D, same Westerman, $20 each; lots 22, 23, 24. north from the alley between Nation
lots and pieces of land of the ton A. Browning, $20 each,
36, 37, 38, S. Colvin. $20 each- ft ore Congregation, $20 each; lots 13, subdivision, Mrs. j. B. Logan, $20; lot 2d, 26, 27, Mutual Improvement Co., al and Grand avenues, N. Fontaine,
total cost of constructing the said
Block 21, south 120 feet of lots 1, 2,
$20 each; lots 28, 29, F. H. Clark.
Block 32, lot 1, Adolph Teitlebaum, 14, 15, 16, R. B. Rice, $20 each; lots E, same subdivision,
$40.32.
unknown, $20.
sewer within the portion or district 3 frontine 75 feet on Main avenue.
$20 each; lota 30, 34, 32, J. H. York,
$20; lots 2, 3, Mrs. G. M. Roberts. $20 17, 18, Alice H. Rice, $20 each; lots
9.
A piece of land on the west side
Sec.
The
lota
land
and
of
pieces
of the said city above described.
$20 each; lots 33, 34, 35, and south
$fi0; the north 40 feet of lots 1, 2, 3, each; lot 4, Adolph Teitlebaum, $16,25
of Eighth etreet beginning at a point
19, 20, 21. Joseph Wight, $20 each; In the Riedlinger addition are assessM.
M.
of
half
lot
$70.
36,
Padgett,
lots 5, 6. Vldal. Salamr, $20 each; lot lots 22, 23, 24, C. W. Hill, Jr.. $20 each ed as follows:
Sec. 2. The lots and pieces of
50.4
from the alley between Na
See. 14. The lots and pieces
of tionalfeet
6. Kate Wright, $20; lots 7, 8, 9, Alex
land in the Lopez or Zion Hill addi- 6. The lots and pieces of land
Lots 1, 2, 3, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal land
and
Grand avenues and ex
mllL
Sea
it,
C.
in the Buena Vista addition are
.
,,
n
ander McEIroy, $20 each: lots 10, 11, In the Luicero addition are assessed $20 each: lota 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, J. C.
tending thenoe north 60.8 feet J.
lots
6, 7,.' 8, Mrs. O. B. Williams, $20 12, Vlctorlno
as
assessed
follows:
iTT.
lot
$20
each;
M. Bentley, $40.32.
Abeytla,
1,
3, 4, owned
as follows:
Sohlott, $20 each; lota 9, 10,11.12.13
Block 43, lots 6, 7, Dove Wilson and
lots
10, 11, i12, Mrs. O. B. Wll- - 13, Genoveva Valdez, $20: lots 14, 15,
& Mills, inn
A piece of land on the southwest
Block 1, lot. 1, Thos. F. Clay, $20; 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, W. E. Crltes, $20
$20 each; lot 5, each;
J and 9,
by Belden
Frances
$20
Esther
"ams
$20
8,
lots
9,
Mary
Jones.,
,
Robblns,
each;
V.
each
16, 17, 18, 19, J.
Griswold, $20
ti tv,,,.....
corner of National avenue and Eighth
lots 2, 3, C. V. Hedgcock, $20 each: each; lots 19, 20, 21, Anna E. Mayer,
13
.14.
C.
J.
&
lots
H.
Marvina
16,
15,
eacn;
$20
nLZ
each;
Johnsen,
Ryan,
Z
Block 33,; lots 1, 2, Rokeby Realty
30 $20 each; lots 22, Chas. Mayer, $20;
E.
fronting 75 feet on Eighth
'
IL0??.-1!lots 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, A. H. Whit- street
each: lots 17. 18, Hortense A. Co., $20 each; lot 3, H. J. Franklin lot 4, Emmalots 5,Raywood, fronting
street. First Methodist Episcopal
the west 12 feet of lot 21, owned by:
6, fronting 37 feet, lots 23, 24, Mra. L. D. Coleman Rus more, $20
feet, $24;
M.
20.
R.
lots
P.
lota
$20
15,
13,
each:
16,
17,
each;
Ruby,
Lydia
$20; lots 4. 7. 8, 9, 10, Lydla J. Hons Chas. Ilfeld $29.60: lot designated as sell, $20 each; lots 25, 26, unknown,
church. $60.
McNair. $20 each: lots 21. 22, 23, 24. ton, $20 each; lots 5, 6. Adolph Teitle O
Page, $20 each; lot 18 and south half A piece of land beginning at a
60 feet on National ave $20 each.
edb n me?n --C1S- north
fronting
?,2' 2l.2.
street!
R.
of lot 19, Mrs. Louisa
50 feet fronting on Fifth
Layton, $30;
baum. $20 each: lots 11, 12, heirs of nue from the N. W. corner of Nation
119.3 feet from the southwest
Sec. 10. The lota and pieces of land
Missionary society, $20
north half of lot 19 and all of lot 20, point
Helen C. Koeble $40; middle 50 feet Louis Ransom. $20 each: lots 13. 14. al
corner
National avenue and Eighth
$48. in the Pablo Baca addition are assess
Bessie
and
Cavanaugh.
Eighth,
Frank Peppard, $30; lota 21, 22, 23, street of
' ' ,u""cu,7 "V
of same lots fronting on Fifth street, Mrs. Lou Butler. $20 each: lots 15. 16.
r
and fronting thence west 43
Block 2: lots 7. 8. Jos. M. Sundt. ed as follows;
Mrs.
L.1D.
each
Coleman
$20
W" Ifereford $40: 8oM 50 feet of
Russell,
weft
0
feet on south aide of National avenue.
Block B: lots C fronting 42.5 feet,
Joseph G. Brown. $20 each.
$20 each: lot fl. A. A. Sena. $20: lot
the
BlocW 44, lota 6. 7, Mrs. R. Flint,
me lots, fronting on Fifth street.
Block 34: lots 11, 12, I. K. Lewis. 10. Mrs. A. A. Sena. $20: lot 11. Mrs. Mrs. Mattle Green, $34; lot 1, front- - $20 each lots
Henry Goke, $32.
"
G.
Coors
H.
8,
9,
11,
10,
$40.
Felix
Strauss.
A piece of land beginning at a point
$20 each: lot 13, Shiloh Colored Bap Lilly S. Hodson, $20: lots 12. 13. 14, ng 50 feet, Mrs. Mattle Green, $40; $20
Douglas avenues and IT
fronting 44
lota
12, 13, 14, Emma Ad 159.3 feet from
each;
of H. P. tist
5, Heirs
22, lot
Block
the southwest comer
church. $20; lot 14, Unknown, 5, 16, 17. 18. 19, 20, 21. J. S. Raynolds lots 2, 3, 4, Mateo Luan $20 each; Ion, $20 each; the west 84 feet of lots
feet on Seventh street owned by Mrs. p,.
2o. loU '6j 7 Mr8- - johanna
of National avenue and Eighth street
lots 5, 6, A. C. Erb, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17,
$20: lots 15. 16, Chas. W. Allen, $20 $20 each.
,
on
84
feet
R18,
Mrs.
L.
J.
lot
fronting
8,
- Vollmer, $20 each;
,.n
and
thence west 37. 2 feet on
Sec. 7. The lots and pieces of land 7, 8, C. B. Fitch, $20 each; lots 9, 10,
each: lots 17. 18, 19. 20, 21. S. D. May.
owned b F. H. 'Jf
Pierce, $20 each; iota
avenue, D. T. Hoskins, the fronting
and Jno, W. Jones, $20: lot $20
south side of National avenue,
1, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, Mary C. Washington
lot 22, Tgnaclo Valdez, $20. in the Thirty Six Building lots addi
each:
5. 6, owned by D. T. Hoskins, $20 g
60
lots
east
feet
of
16,
15,
the
$67.20;
Mw Termem T BromgeTii $20;
Sec. 4. The lots and pieces of land tion are assessed as follows:
Dunlap, $20 each; lot 60 fronting 44 17, 18, fronting 60 feet on Washing Las Vegas Savings bank, $29.76.
each: lots 7 8, owned by Mrs. Paul- - the. north ?5 feet of lot to, .fttmttmr
A
of land beginning at a point
lot 61, ton avenue, C..H.
Block 24.4; lots 17. 18, .Mrs, Hulda feet, Mary C. Dunlap, $35.20;
lne Graat. $20 each; lota 9, 10, owned 25 feet Cnariotte Grost. $20; the south in the Las Veas Town Co's addition
Schirmer, $48; lots 136.5 piece
44 feet,
as follows:
assessed
Marion
are
from the southwest corner
feet
20. 21, fronting
$20
lots
Winters,
19,
M.
Rosenthal,
$20
each;
Earl
each;
Herzog,
Obaa.
25
22,
23,
each.
by
feet
Greenctey, $20
,ot 10 fronting
of Nation al avesua and Rfe'b'Mi street '
5.20; lot 18, Marlon Winters. $20;
Block 8; the east part of lot ' 1, 32, 3. C. Sohlott, $20 each; lota 22, 23,
V of 6, 7. 8, 62 V4 feet
Block
t,
lota
lots 11, 12, 13, 14. owned by Mrs. R. on Maln avenue
45,
H.
George
thenoe ewst 37.9 feet on
avenue
heirs of W. G. and Clara Koog-ler- , lots 19, 20, 21, 22, B. D. Raynolds, $20 M. Greenberger, $50:
of lot 6, Wm. and fronting
and fronting 25 feet on Railroad avenue 29, 30,
$20 each; lots 15, 16, owned, by ker j20; 1(yt n rj. winternit
S20 each; lots' 24, 25, 26, 31, Mrs. each; lots 23, 24, 25, 26. Hallet Ray F. Hetzler, $10; lots 9, 10, Jno. Rob the eouth side of National avenue,
Investment & Agency corporation $20 caries nfeld $20; lot 12, D. Win- - from the corner of Railroad
E. E. La Marten, $30.32.
avenue. Mrs. Hulda Ro- L. D. Coleman Russell, $20 each; lots nolds, $20 each; lota 27. 28, 29, 30, blns, $20 each; lots 11, 12, 13, 14, Mm
A piece of land beginning at. a point
each; lots 17, 18, heirs of Augusta ternltz, $20; rear 25 feet of lot 12, and Douglas the east
3, 33, 34, 35. 36, Effie J. Brown $20 each. Mrs. Bena Ilfeld, $20 each; lots 81, 32, Ike Baeharach, $20 each; lota 15, 16,
of
lots
2,
$20;
part
senthal,
234.4 feet from the southwest corner
Crane, $20 each; lot 19, Adeline Smith fronting 25 feet on Seventh street, $20;
Block 25. lots 1. 2, Mrs. F. W. Bring-- and north half of 33, Simon Baehar- 17, 18, fronting 150 feet on Washing of National
50 feet on Railroad avenue,
f
avenue and Eighth street
$20; lots 20, 21, Mrs. Ida M. Jones, Mrs. Adele Ilfeld, $20; lots 13, 14. 15, tontineW.
the
6, F. J. Geh-rin- ach and H. C. Ilfeld, $50; south half ton avenue, H. G. Coors, $120; lots
3,
6,
lot
$40;
W.
$20
Rawlins,
each;
hurst,
Mrs.
and fronting thence west 84.4 feet on
$20 each; lot 22, Alice R. Long, $20;
Tam-me- , of lot 33 and all of 34, 35,
36, Simon 19, 20, 21, Frank
25
Emma
Mrs.
lot
3,
2,
16,
of
$20
lots
4,
1,
fronting
lots
$20.
each;
C.
$20
west
each;
Robblns.
each;
part
Peppard,
south aide of National avenue, Anna
lot 23, Montgomery Bell, $23; lot 24, Charles
$20 feet on Douplas avenue from the al
$20; lota 7, 8, Mrs. Annie Hart-ma- Baeharach, $70; lot D, N. one half, lots 22, 23, Sarah E. Atkins, $23 each.
Mrs. Olivia January and Mrs. Lockle 17, 18, 19, Mrs. Hulda Rosenthal,
Yoakum, $27.52.
S.
Simon
one
half
$7.40;
Baeharach,
Walave
13,
Grand
lota
14,
9,
10,
and
each:
$20
A.
A.
Railroad
D.
$20
Block
46, lots 6, 7,
Jones,
HIggins. ley between
each; lots 20, 21, 22, A.
at a
A piece of land beginning
Wilson
Dove
and
Esther
Etter, $20.
Robblns,
11.
lota
12,
A.
C.
4.
do
Mrs.
$20
lot
each;
Twitchell,
nues. John Shank, $20;
lots 23, 24, Mrs. Julia
each; lots 8, 9, W, H. Shaffer, $20 point 268.8 feet from the southwest
$20 each;
$7.40.
W.
M.
11
5.
each.
R.
E.
15, 16,
Twitchell, $20
each; lots 10, and 20 feet of lot
Block 15; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Jefferson Grecorv. $20 each; lots 25, 26, heirs Lyaia M. McNaii. $20: lot
corner of National avenue and Eighth
Block 1; lots 1, 2, 3, E. D. Raynolds, on
Sec. 8. The lots and pieces of land
Ross,
north aide, Investment & Agency street and
Raynolds, $20 each; lots 5, 6, L H. &d of H. P. Browne, $20 each; the north Browne, $20; lots 6, 7, Janet
$20
lota
fronting thence west 100
4,
Florence
Lehmann
6,
each;
Co's
addition
Baeharach
Town
In
Hill
5
Site
10,
side
on
107
9,
south
the
feet
8,
lots
feet
20
$36;
W. H. Rapp, $20 each; undivided
3,
4,
2,
each;
corporation,
lots
1,
fronting
feet on the south aide of National ave
part of
$20 each; lot 6 and south half of lot of lot 11 and all of lot 12,
D.
Duel
C.
M.
as
follows:
are
assessed
11,
lot
H.
$20
of
P.
7
of
Clara
Browne,
each;
Lydla
Koogler,
heirs
heirs
Brothers,
of lot
on Sixth street,
D.
nue, Henry Goke, $80.
$30; north half of lot
s
of lot 7, $S5.60; the south' part of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, $20: lots 12, 14. 15, 16, 17, Oj L. Block 34; lots 1, 2, F. E. Olney, $20 , and J.allLeahy,
McNair, $24; the east one half of lots
$6.67; undivided
A
of land fronting on north
lot
of
8, Mrs. Rosanna Roth-$20
75
on
Frank
feet
10,
4
9,
13,
14, fronting
Springer,
Washing Bide piece
C. V. Hedgcock, $13.34; lots 8,
each; lots 3, ,5, unknown, $20 each; geb, $30; lots 9, 10, 11, Vincent Truder
of Douglas avenue, beginning at
fronting 43 feet on Sixth street, First Howrhton and
west
$20;
E.
ton avenue, F.
Olney, $60; the
lot 6, and 6 feet 3 Inches of the north
each: lot 13, Erh & Westerman,
128 feet from1 northwest cora
Ixiuglas Avenue Building company,
Baptist church $35.40.
$20 each; lots 12, 13, 14, 15, A. M. one half of lota 13, 14,
fronting 75 nerpoint
of lot 7, Luhle Gllstrap, $25; south IS Adler,
$20 each; lots 11, 12, San Miguel Napart of lots 18, 19, 20, fronting
avenue and Eighth
of
lota
Roblna
$20
Douglas
17,
16,
2a: lots 3, 2, M. A. Otero, 7K
Block
each;
on Washington, $60; the east 50 etreet and
feet on the north side of Lincoln feet 9 inches of lot 7 and north one
tional bank, $20 each; lota A, B, C, $20 each; lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, Investment
Smith Pontlous, $20 each: lota 53, feet
runlng thence west 23
Rail
50
feet
between
E.
of
lots
D.
ft.
from
lots
the
fronting
Southwestern
avenue
15,16,17,18
alley
8,
half
lot
Building
of
each;
Charles Ilfeld, $20
feet, Mrs. S. B. Davis, $22.40.
corporation, $20 each; lots road and Grand avenues, Sarah E. At- ft Loan association, $25; lota 9, 10, 51, 52, 63, fronting 112.5 feet Cecillo on
&
F. Southwestern Realty Co., $20 each: 8 Agency
A piece of land fronting on north
Washington avenue, Mrs. EmmaD.
$20
$90; lots 54, 55, 66, frontRosenald,
9, Mrs. Harriett Whltmore.
20,
18,
19,
Galle-golots
B.
of
$20;
of
8, Eugenlo
kins $60: part
and one half
lot 15, heirs of Sallle Rosenthal,
92 feet, W. J. Pochel, $73.60; lot Burks, $40; the center 60 feet of lots side of Douglas avenue beginning at
10, 11. 12, Jas. H. Hunter
lots
ing
side
each;
north
S.
on
the
25
F.
feet
$50; lota 23, 24, Bessie Jaffa, $20
fronting
lots 16, 17, 18, F. H. Pierce and
Rosenthal ,$20; lots 19, 15, 16, 17, 18, fronting 50 feet on a point 156 feet west from northwest
$20 each; lot 13 and west half of 14,
at a each ; lots .25, 26, 27, B. F. Forsythe, 18; Emellne
avenue, C. H. Stewart, corner of Douglas avenue and Eighth
Brush, $20 each; lots 19, 20, 21, Jas. heirs of Betsy J. Sebra, $30; east half of Lincoln avenue beginning between
N. Rosenthal, $20 each; lots Washington
20,
W,
In100 feet from the alley
$20 each; the south 16 feet and 9
S. Duncan, $20 each; lots 22, 23, 24,
$40; the west 53 feet of lots 15, 16, street, and running thence west 48
A.
H.
$2C
22,
14 and all of lot 15, A. J. Pep-par- point
23,
24,
25,
21,
Harris,
e
lot
of
run-ninRailroad and Grand avenues and
ches of lot 28, B. F. Forsythe, $13.40; each; lota 26, 27. H. G. Coors, $20 17. 18. fronting 60 feet on Washing feet; E. V. and Alice R. Long, $36.80.,
C W. Wesner, $20 each.
$30; lots 16, 17, 18, 19, the First
thence west 25 feet, Kate Wright, the north 8 feet 3 Inches of lot 28, all each;
A piece of land fronting on north
lota 28, 29, Mrs.- - Lena Teitle ton avenue, Chas. Ilfeld, $40; lot 19,
Block 16; lots 7, 8, 9, the Las Vegas Methodist Episcopal church, $20 each; $20:
20, of lot 29, and the south 8 feet of lot
19,
18,
of lots
20. 21, A. A. side of
part
$20
$20
G.
each;
Douglas avenue beginning at
W.
$20 each; lots 30, 31, A. O. Chas. Ilfeld, $20; lots
,
Ogle,
22,
association,
baum,
Masonic Building
lots 20, 21,
of
side
on
north
the
25
L.
south
S.
feet
E.
frontine
30, Mary
Marsh, $32.98; the
a point 202 feet west of the north
$20 each; lots 32, 33, front- Jones, $20 each; lots 22, 23,
Wheeler,
each; lots 10, 11, 12, Jas.vS. Duncan, lots 23. 24, 25, 26 C. W. Wesner, $20 Lincoln avenue beginning at a point 16 feet
of
30
31,
32,
lota
of lot
and all
$20 each.
west corner of Douglas avenue and
lng 69 feet 5 Inches. D. Wlnternltz, Hammond,
$20 each; lots 19, 20 ,21. 22, M. Jeffer- each.
125 feet west of the alley between Mrs. Emma Benedict, $52.80.
Block 47: lots 6, 7, and north half Eighth street and running thence west
$55.60.
e
run-ninson, $20 each; lots 23 ,24, Mrs. aMrie
south half 42 feet. W. G. Ogle. $33.60.
8
Block 35; lots 1, 2, Chas. H. Spor- Block 26; lots 1, 2, 3, Mrs. Harriet Railroad and Grand avenues andCromBlock 2; lot 2, Mra. Hulda Rosen of lot 8 Jno. Elliott, $50;
Hayward, $20 each; lots 13, 14, 15,
thence west for 25 feet,
and all of lots 9, 10, Andrew A piece of land fronting on northof lot
$20 each; lots 4. 5, J. S.
3, 4, A. H. West,
lots
leder
$20
each;
Whltmore,
on
Sixth
street,
75
feet
lots
3,
Isldor
4,
thai
$20;
16, 17, fronting
Gallegos,
18, 19, 20, $20
wnvtiolds. $20 each: lots 6, 7, Mrs. well estate. $20; part of
Devlne, $50; lots 11, 12, 13, 14, Rich- side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
each; lota 5, 6, Eugene and P D.
City of Las Vegas, $60; reair of lots
25
feet on north side of Town Co. $20 each; lots 9, 10, 11, 12, $20 each; lot 5, A, A. Jones, $20; lots ard Davidson, $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, east boundary of public school ground
$20 each; lots 8, 9, frontine
C.
Dresser,
Helen
on
tt
reel
17.
lots
B.
6.
F. Forsythe, $20 each;
7,
ironung
13, 14, 15, 16,
H. C. Smith, $20 each; lots 19, and running thence east 41 feet, Mrs.
E. Atkins, $20 each; lot. 12, Lincoln from corner of Grand and Lin 13, 14, fronting 75 feet on Grand ave- 8, 9, 13, 14, Browne
& Manzanares, $20 18,
Sixth street, Young Men's Christian 10 Sarah
$20 eaich; lots F. Elston, $32.80.
13, 14, Colo coln avenues mnnlne east, Frances nue Hill Site Town Co., $60; lots 15, 16,
lots
21, Geo. P.
20,
Ward.
$20;
Anna
Mrs
of
Las
each; lots 10, 11, Mrs. J. J. Gilchrist, 22, 23, J. C. Rex,Hile,
association, $60; lot 18, City
E. B. Shaw, $20: Fd. C.
$20 each.
A piece of land fronting on north
$20 each; lots 17, 18, Mrs. $20
M. and rado Telephone Co., $20 each; lots 15, H. Olney and Mrs.
Ward,
Annie
6,
W.
lot
5,
4,
R,
12,
lots
$20;
Hall,
each;
$20;
S. A. Stoner, $20
Vegas;
18, 19. Trustees of the proper- lots 25. 26. Mrs.
Katherlne Rathrock, $20 each; lota 19, lota 15, 16, S. A. Brewer, $20 each; . Block 48; lots 6, 7, H. D. Relnken, side of Douglas avenue, beginning at
S P.' and Mrs, R. Flint, $20 each; 16, 17,
Protestant Eplsnel church each! lots 21, 22, Thos. Foster, $20 20, 21, 22, G. J. Quinn, $20 each; lot 7, Adolph Teitlebaum, $20; lots $20 each; lots 8, 9, 10, Mary Casey, a point 285 feet west from northwest
subdivision of lots 1, 2. 3, 4, fronting ty' of the
of New Mexico. $120; each: los 23, 24, Mary C. Dunlan, $20 lots 23, 24, 25, 26, Hill Site Town Co.,
$20 each;, lota 11, 12, 13, 14, S. p. corner of Douglas avenue and Eighth
district
the
in
avenue
Grand
of
side
west
50, 51, 52, 53, 54, fronting 137.5 feet
33 feet
150 feet on National each; lot 27, D. C. Duel. $20; lot 28, $20
Black- $20 each; lots 15, 16, 17, Chas. street and running thence west
B.
same
May,
Paul
28,
fronting
lots
27,
the
the
87
each;
from
lots
D.
feet
C.
and
R,
$110;
at a point
Dunlap,
S.
Mary
M. Dougherty, $23 each: lots 18, 19,
20, 21, 22. R. L. & Myrtle Kate Wright, $50; lots 29. 30. Mrs.
lots
each.
Board of Education of the City aveavenue;
$20
A.
87.5
shear,
Main
P.
and
feet,
55, 56, 67, fronting
alley between Douglas
25, A Carpenter. $20 each: lot 31, c. a.
$20 each; lots of Las
Mrs.
Minnie
S20 each ; lota
Detterick,
TTn,.rhton.
New-lesubdiviWm.
H.
Vegas, $161.60.
B.
Shilling- Watson, $70; lota 68, 59,
Block 36: lota 1. 2,
nues, Mrs. R. Flint, $26.40; 24
33. 34. Mrs. S. A.
20, 21, 22, 23, Chas. Ilfeld, $20 each.
A piece of Iand fronting on south'
E. B. Wheelfeet 26, Trustees of the property Inof the Stress. S20: lots 22.
F.
4,
L.
3,
lots
60,
lot
$20
$20
Adams,
law,
each;
each;
sion of lots 1. 2, 3. 4, fronting
the Hill. $20 each; piece of land fronting
Block 49, lots 6, 7, J. J. Laubach, aide of Main street, beginning at east
Episcopal church
lots 5, 6, F. V. Bryant, $20; lots 18, 19, Margaret Grainey,
on the west side of Grand avenue, be- Protestant
R0: lots 27, 25 feet on the south side of Douglas er, $20 each;
Of New Mexico.
fronting 75 boundary of Douglas avenue publ'o
- $20 each: lots 8, 9, 10,
district
C.
FlemA.
the
W.
of
8.
$2J
lots
south
54
lots
7,
20,
$20
21,
Wesner,
each:
feet
George
$20
each;
a
at
25 feet
point
ginning
feet on Grand avenue, J. K. Martin. school and running thence east '45Mrs. Betty G. Croclcett, $20 each. avenue beeinnine at a point
ave28,
9.
Mrs.
Jas.
Southwestern
lota
22,
Realty
10,
and
each:
25,
lots
Main,
$20
each;
alley between Douglas
west of alley between Railroad and Co., $20 each; lots 11, 12, Lydla M. .lg,
$60; lota 15, 16, 17, fronting 75 feet on feet, Mrs. F. Elston, $36.
subdiYoung, $20 each; lots 23, 24, Mrs. Robnues, Mrs. B. Giltner, $19.20;
a part of the rear
Block 27, lots 1, 2, 3. H. W KeP
being
avenues,
Grand
D.
Second street, J. W. Hesser, $60.
30
A piece of land fronting on south ,
C
14.
13.
lot
lots
Smith.
$20
$20
J.
each;
lna
each;
Pontlous,
vision of lots 1, 2, 3, 4, fronting ave- - 19ft each: lots 4, 5. 6. 7. Mrs. J. M. of lots 32, 33, 34, Theresa Block, $20. McNair,
27.
side of Main avenue, beginning at a
$20 each: lots 15, 16, Saul 26, Mrs. L. Klngsley, $20; lots
Boucher,
Maximo
lot
8,
9,
3,
Block
10,
$20;
lots
50;
$20
feet on the west side of Grand
Lopez,
each;
A piece of land fronting 25 feet on Rosenthal. $20 each: lots 17, 18, Wal 28, A. B. watoson $20 each; lots 29,
30 feet Cunhlneham.
point 45 feet east of west line of
tmsriTinlne at a point
11 H W. Kelly, $20 each; lots
side of Douglas avenue begin- ter Hayward, $20 each; lota 19, 20, 30, Mrs. Natalia S. Jones, $20 each; lot 4, Juan Fresquez, $20; lots 6, 6, Q. Mrs. F. Elston.'s property and runsouth
between
Douglas
the
Eus-taciC.
$20
H.
alley
south from
Bradley,
12 14. heirs of
M. de Sllva, $20 each; lots 7, 8, 9,
ning at alley between Grand and Rail- Peter and Margaret Murphy, $20 each; lota 31, 32, Wm. F. ft M. B. Hetzler,
Wm. J.
and Main avenues, Mrs. xena leiue- each; subdivision of lots 15, 16, front-ith- t road
Romero, $20 each; lots 10, 11, 12, ning thence east for 60 feet,
$20.
Cromwell
estate,
avenue's,
each;
22.
$20
each.
Jas.
lots
S.
Duncan,
21,
$20
150 feet on the north side of Na
R.
baum, $24.
lots
$40.
Frank
Milla,
$20
29,
28,
Roy,
each;
Block 9, lot designated as lot 1, lots 23, 24, Charlotte
Fugate, JZO
Block S? lot 3 E. L. Hammond, $20; R.
Block 17; lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5. 6, W. R. tional avenue and running west from
A piece of land beginning at a point
Rogers, $20 each; lots 30, 31, James
65 feet on Sixth street, Lucy each; lota 25, 26, Mate M. C. Hill, Z lots 4, 5, 6, Lizzie V. Carpenter, $20
M.
fronting
ana
beventn
Sixth
between
Williams, $20 each; lots 7, 8, Mrs.
W. Hanson, $20 each; lot 32, Mra. Hul- 95 feet from east line of Mra. F. Elalley
the
CofBunM.
J.
lot
of
Mrs.
?,
$52;
11.
lota
Lydla
V. Clements,
27, 28, heira
12,
each;
20 each; lots 9, 10,
each; lot 7 and south half of lot , da Rosenthal, $20; lots 33, 34, 35, 36,
J, Crowley,
streets, B. S. Harrison, $120; lots 1 1,
3, Isabel Henry, $20; lots fflet, $20 each.
ston, running thence east 60 feet, Mr..
Thos. Lipeett, $30n north half of lot 37, 38 Mrs.
Mrs. Helen C, Dresser $20 each; lots is Mrs. Harriet S. Van Petten, $20 ker, $20; lot
Josephine Hayward, $20 F. Elston, $40.
eacn:
lots
12
$20
J.
4.
Bunker,
and
5,
O.
E.
all
lota
?
each;
37.
$20
9,
Lydia
5,6,
4,
and
of
10,
Block
3,
lots
S.
1,
Burch,
Duncan,
2,
E.
$20
F.
13, 14, James
Sturges,
lota 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, unknown,
each; lots 19, 20,
NOW THEREFORE, according
6, 7, Las Vegas Lodge I. O. O. F. No. feet of the north side of lot 7, Charles $50; lota 11, 12, W. J. Pochel, $20 each;
a piece of land composed of lots 15, each: lots ?l. 22, iswoei nenry,
$23 each.
$20:
F.
E.
lot
8,
Olney,
twelve
4.
each;
on
$20
50
south
Douglota
150
feet
H.
the
and
13,
15,
14,
16,
17,
each;
$130:
Marvinla
Stevenson,
C.
J.
23.
ft
24,
provisions of Chapter 72, Laws of
lots
16, 17, 18, fronting
each;
as lot 9, fronting 65 and one half feet of lot 7, all of lot south half of lot 51, N. A. Sunderlin,
Sec IS. The lota and pieces of
las avenue, James S. Duncan, $120; Tohneen, $20 each; lots 25, 26, Mrs. lot designated
1901, aa amended by Chapter 96. Laws
aveof
In
land
A.
side
D.
A.
and
south
addition
Baca
J.
the
on
9,
Douglas
feet
8 and the north one half of lot
$130; north half of lot 61 and all of
lots' 24, 25, 26, Mrs. Helen C. Dresser, Lucy A, Shank, $20 each; lots 27, 28,
of 1903, any owner or owners In whole- nue. Adolph Coors, $52.00.
W. Condon, $40; the south half of lot lot 52, H. C. Young, $30; lots 53, 54, are assessed aa follows:
$20 each; lots 27. 28. Lilly A. OHotirke Mrs. Jennie Levy, $20 each.
or In part, or their legal representaft
Clark
lot
Rosen1,
Block
lota
E.
B.
Kaser,
W.
A.
Chaa.
2,
de
; lot
Mrs.
Forsythe,
10;
Block
of
9,
2,
Hulda
all
each
1,
11,
lota
$23
55,
Mrs.
Ilfeld,
10,
29,
and,
lot
fronting
$20 each;
Block 29, lots 1, 2, and the north $20; lot 2, Mrs. L. Poole Wright, $20; $50; lots 12, 13, 14, Vincent Truder, $20 37.5 feet, Chaa. nfeld, $30; lota 66. 57, Manzanares, $20 each; lots 3, 4, 17, 18, tives, has the right within ten days
thal $20: lots 30. 31, F. C. Bope, $20
;
of lot 3,
Hays, $48 the lot 3, Theresa Block, $20; piece of each; lots A. B. C. D, being subdivi- 58, 59, 60, fronting 140.9 feet, F. J. Miguel Baca, $20 each; lota 5, 6, 22,
each: lots 32, 33, 34, 35. 36, Mutual 10 feet 15 feet of Upton
lot 3 and all of lots lend fronting 40 feet on west side of sion of lot 15, 16 ,17, 18, fronting 100 Gehring, $112.72; lots 61, 62, 63. 18, 23, J. A. Baca, $20 each; lota 7, 8, 29, after the date of the last publication
each; south
Building & Loan association, $20
on north 4, 5, 6, 7, R. F. Hayes, $92; lots 3, 9, Sixth street; beginning on north at feet on Columbia avenue, Lizzie V. Ernest L. Browne, $20 each; lota 19, 21, Aurelia M. Baca, $20 each; lota of this notice, which said last data
piece of land fronting 60 feet
S.
$20 each; lots 11, property of Theresa Block, Theresa Carpenter, $80; lots E. F. being sub- 20, 21, 22, Lydia M. McNair, $20 each; 9. 10, Maria R. Baca, $20 each; lota win ba on tha 31st day of August. A.
side of Douglas avenue, being the 10, Jas. J. Duncan,
$20 each; sub- Brash, $32; piece of land fronting 40 division of lots 15, 16, 17. 18. fronting lota 23, 24, J. B.
Floyd, $20 each; lots 11, 12, 15, 16, Valerlo Baca, $20 each; 9., 1911, to bring suit la the District
west 50 feet of Bullard's subdivision 12,Eliza of McAllister,
lots 13, 14, fronting 142 teet on west side of Sixth street be 53 feet on Columbia avenue, F. J 2o, 26, E. Toomay,
division
Go's
addition,
$20 each; lota 27, lots 13, 14, 19, Filadelfo Baca, $20 Court having Jurisdlctiom according to
Town
Las
of the
Vegas
at
avenue
on National
beginning
ginning at corner of Sixth and Lincoln Wesner, $40; lot 19 and so. one half 28, Dove Wilson, $20 each; lota 29, 30, each; lot A, Filadelfo Baca and Mi- law, to review the action f the said
Vosrt & Lewis, $40: a piece of land feet
avenorthwest corner of National
north
of
thence
and running
4'ijof lot 20, Dove Wilson and, Esther fronting 46.9 feet, Employees Savings guel Baca,$20; lota B. C. 86,' 37. 38, Mrs.
fronting 50 feet, on north side east the
Council.
nue and Fourth street, Mrs. Hulda RoH. G. Coors, $32; piece of land Robblns $30; north one half of lot 26 ft Building association, $37.52.
F. G. de Baca, $20 each; lota 24, 25, City
Douglas avenue, beginning at theChas. senthal, $113.60; the east, 63 feet 4 feet,
j
CHAS. TAMM, CSty Clerk.
Block 4, lota 1, 2, 3. Mrs. Julia S. 26, 2L F. a Oawalt, $20 each; lota
atl of 21, L. O. Calhoun, $30; lots
fronting 42 feet on north aide of
en of land of Vogt & Lewis,
Geiae, $40;
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LOCAL NEWS

You can buy from

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
Full Quart Mason Jars

BISMARK PRESERVES
at a Special Price of

3 Jars for $1.00
It includes Blackberries, Raspberries, Peaches, Plums,'
Jellies, Apple Butter, Mince Meat, etc., and you may
'
make your own selection by
,

lain

J

9-1-

1911.

$,

'

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

"Birdmen" of international repute will thrill the crowds for
three day, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.
p-

"Bull" Durham Stake for 2:13

-

r

Pacerk1

to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
Base Ball Every Day

The hot weather' of the dog days
proved too much for the aldermen and
j
We have a new supply of Ink pads the regular meeting of the city council, which was to have been held last
for, rubber stamps, all' sizes and colnight went by default for lack, of a
ors. OPTIC OFFICE.
quorum. The council probably will PITTSBURG CLUB HAS COME TO
Pork chops or roast beef and lemon meet next Wednesday evening.
THE TOP AS RESULT OF A
Ice cream at the White Kitchen for
GREAT SPURT
W. E. Cogdell, state deputy for the
supper this evening. Meals 25 cents.
Modern Woodmen of America, who Is
"Watch out for the Pirates."
Clemente Padllla of Gonzales today here conducting a new membership
pennant contenders,
Pittsburg's
forsecured
applied for 2 as bounty on a coyote campaign, reports having
in the Nakilled by him recently near his home. ty new members. He is a hustler and who were rank outsiders
race
tional
championship
league
expects to swell the total to at least
now occupying
are
three
weeks
ago,
hundred
two
before
his
he
finishes
Tony Faust draught beer Is on Up
at the Opera Bar, and to one of the campaign here. The local M. W. A. first place. . After making a weak
eastern Invasfinest draught beers served over anj camp Is expected soon to become one showing on their last
of the largest and liveliest organiza- ion, the pirates came borne and startbar in the city.
tions among Las Vegas fraternal or- ed a winning streak that lasted almost two weeks. Thirteen straight
Steak country style or pork chops ders.
victories were marked in the PitM-burwith lemon sherbet for dessert
at
"W" column before McGraw's
bank-fuAfter
run
for
White Kitchen tonight
having
Meals 25
weeks the Gallinas river Is now Giants broke it up on Pirate soil.
cents. The place that's clean.
at the lowest stage In many months. That defeat did not stop the big
sale
on men's Balbriggan There is barely a trickle of water run- smokes, as the Clark machine came
Special
and Silk Lisle underwear, too num ning under the county bridge on Na right back at the New Yorkers aad
erous to state prices. See our win tional avenue. There Is Bald to be captured the two remaining games of
dow at Taichert's, Douglas avenue.
considerable water in the river above the series.
The team Fred Clarke Is leading for
Las Vegas. Since the end of the rainy
The Woodmen of the World will season the irrigation ditches have a pennant Is now looked upon to give
hold an important meeting in their been drawing large amounts of water the Cubs, Giants and Phillies a real
From
battle for the championship.
lodge rooms tonight. Ten candidates from the river. This, to a great
will be initiated and sixteen applica- measure, accounts for the small flow the result of this week's games Pittsburg climbed to the top, replacing
tion for membership will be consider of water in the channel.
Chicago. New York and Philadelphia
ed. A ull turn-ou- t
of the membership
finished
among the 'a'lso rans."
is expected.
The funeral of the late George
The world's champion ' Athletics,
Daum was held this morning at 10
A cooling shower accompanied bj o'clock from the residence, 1227 Sixth who wiped the Cubs oft the baseball
a few volleys of thunder occured this Street. The services were private and map last fall, retained first place in
afternoon shortly after 12 o'clock. Just were attended by only the immediate the American league. The Athletics'
Rev. J. S. great Indian pitcher, Chief Bender,
sufficient rain to lay the dust and cool friends of the family.
off the air fell. The weather Indica- Moore, rector of St Paul's Memorial has been heaving wonderful ball. He
r
consecutive Intions are that the drouth of the past parish read the impressive burial pitched thirty-fouten days will be broken soon by a rain ritual of the Episcopal church. Inter-em- nings in the last four games without
and
was In Masonic cemetery. The being scored on. Eddie Plank
which the mesa farmers assert is badhero
"Iron
Maa"
the
Coombs,
pitching
W.
pall bearers were Harry
Kelly,
ly needed.
David J. Leahy, F. O. Blood, Charles of the world's championship series,
Al Garrison and Ross Garrison, the Tamme, O. L. Gregory and John H. are also winning games for the
Mackmen. It was Plank who started
two young men arrested here some York. x
the
Atheltlcs from a lowly position in
time ago for stealing bedding, were
the
second division two months ago
oc
race
The
fastest horse
that will
arrested in Albuquerque on the charge
to
the
place recently held by Detro.t.
of vagrancy. The men had In their cur in northern New Mexico this year
home
If
games have anything to do
pockets at the time of their arrests will be run tomorrow afternoon at
with winning pennants Philadelphia
Amusement
It
and
if predicted has a
clippings from The Optic describing
park
better chance to cop the title
their trial, at which they were given that a big crowd of horse lovers will
the
than
Jennings tribe. By includninety days in jail. The men were be present The race will be between
contest, the Mackmen
today's
allowed to leave the city upon their the. horses of Secundino Romero and ing
twenty-seve- n
have
games scheduled at
promise to stay away. Should they George Lyman. The race will be for
nine
of a mile and there will home, while Detroit has only
return they will be obliged to serve three-eight- s
close
teen.
world's
The
champloas
be some fast going. The owners of
their sentence.
season at home with Washington.
the two horses are backing their the
Browns will be the mince
The
The rifle team representing the Ari- steeds to win, having wagered $200 a meat lowly
will feed on during
the
Tigers
A
number of bets have been
zona National Guard passed through side.
These games will
battles.
final
the
here last night on train No. 2 on the placed by followers of the game. The be
In St. Louis.
played
in
been
race
the
has
track
placed
way to Camp Perry, O. The team
will participate in the national shoot best of condition for the race, which
Program Photoplay tonight, four
August 24 to 31 and will devote the will occur at 3:30 o'clock. An admis- reels, auto races, "Love of a Sume
cents will be
time between now and the opening sion fee of twenty-fivmer's Morn," "Van Blbb'es' Experiof the contest to practicing on the charged. Street cars will be run to
ment" and "The Changelings of Silas
range ground. The Arizona boys say the park for the accommodation of Warner."
they have a much better team than those who care to witness the race.
last year. They were glad to learn
Isn't that draft beer fine at th
FIRE!
that the New Mexico team is much
Opera Bar?
Total loss!
above its standard for last season and
said the two territories should be able
Nothing insured!
Tonight your last chance to see the
Luck is fickle,
to make a good record.
auto races. Photoplay theater.
You may be next.
One-hal- f
of the work of the con
Cutler Brothers
struction bf the Las Vegas sewer sys
Representative will call
tem has been completed, according to
At your request
Phone Main 124
City jiiiigineer George E. Morrison.
The value of the work done amounts
to 111,000, although according to the
contract, the city will hold out fif
teen per cent until the entire Job has
been approved and accepted. The
contractors, McGovern and Ryan of
their task,
Pueblo, sin.ce beginning
have laid 3,118 feet of
pipe;
We advise every woman In
8,996 feet of eight-Inc- h
pipe and built
twenty-seve- n
Las
nanoles and four flush
Vegas to read the articles
tanks. Most of the work done has
published by the Laundrymen's
been In the eastern and northern part
National Association of Ameriof the 8 ewer district. .,
ca In the current issue of The

If you want a rattling
good Hat of style and

Our full line has just
rived, we are showing The
new "Wakefield" that you
can wear as a common Crush,
ar-

quality buy a

Telescope, or an Alpine. We
also have all the new shapes
in Derbeys.

-

- -

STETSON

GET THE HABIT
Call for a

STETSON

.

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY

$1000

LEAD IN RACE

ll

194

New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

HATS

10

FOR FLAG

Remember

193 or

Hot lunch every morning at
o'clock at the Opera Bar.

CLARK'S PIRATES

Carriage goes to Harvey's Saturday
morning, Phono orders to Murphey's.

Who now find it inconvenient
In canning and preserving

Phone flain

Alwars get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

Exciting Horse Races

GREENBERGER
A

Square Deal

Have Your House

Wired
Then

you can use any of
the modern appliances.

nt

Feature Upon Feature
Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads.
Isaac Barth, Pres.
John B. McManus,
Secy-Mng- r.

ESTABLISHED 1876

Call up and we will make

you the best proposition you
ever heard of on wiring.

Las Vegas Light

Power Co.

&

'

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

.v

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Great
Mission Values
Electric Dome
Like cut only $9.50.

Electric Lamps
$6.00 Values $3.50

Mission Clocks

.

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domtstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

$12.00 Values $8.50
See these goods in
windows

ATTENTION

A B! D

WO

OD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

Coal, all sizes

toot ofM.ln g$m

fm

Pho

Maln

ten-inc-

h

for preserving

t.
FOR THAT

EVENING

r

LUNCH

20 lb. Box 75c

OR 30 DAY

Saturday Evening Post
You will find out what the
women who patronize the bet-

ter Laundries know.
A cordial Invitation

La

extend-

Our Pride Flour

ed you to visit our plant

THE BEST PLACE
in Las Vegas to buy
Groceries and Meats
THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

at any
time and thus verify the truth
of these articles.

Try a Glass of Imported
Bismark-

-

Rollmops

. .

..40o

Bismark Herring
4Co
Bismark Herring (In ,
Mustard Sauce) 40o
"Camembert" German UTIi
Cheese
50o
"VEZZET" Holland
Cheese.
5 Co
Fresh Selected Lobster

(in glass)

5Co

BOUCHER

SuEsscrHsql for; Tiso ..Optic

Q1.3Q
'

J. H. STEARNS
GROCER.

per Sack

Every Sack Guaranteed

j

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
617 Douglas Ave.

Main 81.

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

Winter Top Onion Sets
To have the earliest spring Onions plant them now. A bed
once started is practically everlasting.

For good things to Eat Go to

(The Coffee Man.)

J0HNSEN &
SON

Native Blue Plums

Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling

G O CJ D Oil

C.

PLUJJPJJB

Screened and Lump Raton CerHUos

GOAL

J.

our

15
.

cents per quart
Phone and we'll deliver.

Perry Onion

HARVEY'S

Son

Store Phone Main 462 Ranch Phone Main 276

IS SUPERB IN AUGUST
, 1 Engage
accommodations now.
out
Carriage
Wednesday and Sat
Terms, $2 per day, $10 week.
Leave orders at Murphey's.
I

'

?

Flrch'i Golden Wedding Rys, aged
la the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course-

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

at the Opera Bar. Served from
rels on the bar.

bar-

